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AVIATION

1.
A WWII period leather flying
helmet, in brown leather with canvas chin
strap, marked Size 4 £50-100

2.
Two vintage aluminium desk models
of aircraft, one larger naïve aeroplane of a US
Navy PBY Catalina, in two section on wooden
and chrome stand, the other a B17, marked
DP Carter, together with No. 10 and 11 of The
Catalina News, two photographs, two enamel
Catalina Society badges and an adhesive sticker
(9) £50-100

3.
A vintage album of photographic
prints of aircraft, black album comprising
a quantity of civil and military aeroplanes,
together with five framed and glazed aircraft
prints (6) £60-100

4.
An album of 1980s and 1980s signed
aviation First Day Covers, the approx 40 covers
with individual or double signatures from
WWII pilots and other related personnel
£60-100

5.
A vintage album containing WWII
and other aircraft, mostly RP postcards in a
black album, together with a limited edition
spelter bronzed figure of a pilot, AF, a scrap
book of aircraft, a bound set of Aeromodeller
Vol X, a copy of Fighting Planes of the World
and copies of RP News in a folder (6) £60-100

6.
A 1990s silver oval photograph
frame from Concorde, together with a silver
plated Ergo Flask by Chris Middleton also from
Concorde (2) £50-80

7.
A pair of modern aircraft oil paintings
by G.A. Perrott, one of a WWII period Liberator
aeroplane dropping parachute bombs and the
other of a plane, similar to a York flying over
sea, 50cm by 60cm, AF (2) £80-120

8.
A 1960s or 1970s aviation artwork
by Keith Broomfield, the well painted gouache
and airbrushed image of a Philippine Airline
BAC One Eleven taking off, 29.5cm by 44cm,
laid on board £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

9.
A 1960s or 1970s aviation artwork
by Keith Broomfield, the well painted gouache
and airbrushed image of an unbranded BAC
One Eleven in flight, 32cm by 47cm, laid on
board £80-120

10.
A 1960s or 1970s aviation artwork
by Keith Broomfield, having five elevations of
a BEA aeroplane similar to a Comet 4b, with
Royal Mail cypher applied to the paper laid on
board, 47cm by 67cm £60-100

11.
Two 1960s or 1970s aviation
artwork boards by Keith Broomfield, each
card panel having six gouache and airbrushed
Viscount 700 series aircraft in varying liveries,
along with applied logos and text (2) £60-100

12.
A 1960s aviation artwork board by
Keith Broomfield, depicting five elevations
and view of a WWII period Junkers JU 88G-1,
signed to board with attached text, possibly for
use with Martin Windrow 1968 book: German
Airforce Bomber of the Second World War
£60-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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13.
A 1960s aviation artwork board by
Keith Broomfield, depicting five elevations
and a detail view of a WWII period Focke-Wulf
FW200 C-1, signed to board, with attached
text and logo, possibly for use with Martin
Windrow 1968 book: German Airforce Fighters
of the Second World War £60-100

21.
A group of seven vintage Airline
Posters, including BOAC /Seychelles, Australia,
West Indies, Big Ben, VC10, Middle East and
BIA Route map (7) £50-100
17.
A vintage Czechoslovakian pottery
figure, modelled as a boy holding an aircraft
and looking to the skies, 25cm high
£50-100

14.
Two 1960s or 1970s aviation
artwork boards by Keith Broomfield, both
boards signed, overall 11 elevations of Fokker
G-1 and G1-A, some loose from boards, with
applied text boxes (2) £60-100

15.
A 1960s or 1970s aviation concept
artwork by Keith Broomfield, the design board
with three elevations of ‘Aircraft 5’ in RTOL
livery, together with a design board with ten
Major World City height above sea levels and
artwork, a board with only one aircraft as other
now unstuck, and a print of BAC/STOL Aircraft
C (4) £60-100

16.
A 1970s 9ct gold aviation interest
charm, modelled as a water bi-plane with
folding floats under carriage, marked Happy
Landing to top wing, 4.1g £150-200
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18.
A group of ten Clivedon Collection
aircraft pin badges, together with a racecar
example, a 100th Anniversary of the Battle of
the sea of Japan medallion and a Naval cap
with later Luftwaffe cloth badge (13)
£50-80

19.
A WWI or later Propeller Blade
Section, a single cut down from boss example,
laminate wood, possibly Mahogany with a
partial fabric covering, 139cm x 30cm
£40-60

20.
A group of Concorde memorabilia,
including a Document wallet and four boxed
pewter Napkin rings in original boxes with
Concorde stamp to inner ring (parcel)
£50-100

22.
A interesting “Ligue International
Des Aviateurs” Lifetime membership card/
plate, in bronze coloured metal with L.I.A.
crest to front and many facsimile engraved
signatures to rear of famous aviators. Issued for
Prince Alexis Mdivani contained in its original
leather wallet with his initials embossed in gold
lettering below the L.I.A. crest, also in wallet is
a stub from a telegram to Mrs Conan Doyle, his
sister who was married to Denis Conan Doyle,
Sir Arthurs son £250-350

23.
A
collection
of
Concorde
memorabilia, including two signed flight
certificates, large mug, cufflinks, cutlery, tie,
glassware and stamps etc., together with a
Concorde print, 40cm x 64cm framed and
glazed (parcel) £50-100
24.
Denis Pannett G.Av.A. watercolour
on paper, Spitfires over Brancaster, exhibited
in 1994 (Guild of Aviation artists) Annual
exhibition, signed bottom left, 34cm x 53cm,
framed and glazed, together with a limited
edition print “On a wing and a prayer” - winter
homecoming 1944 Lancaster KM-Y ND 578
of 44 (Rhodesia) squadron, by Edward Ash,
flown by John Chtterton, signed to bottom by
original artist together with pilots John & Mike
Chatterton, numbered 96/440, 48cm x 54cm
framed and glazed. (2)
£100-150

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 27

Lot 28

29.
A 1930s silver gelatin photograph,
airside image of a Tiger Moth or similar
biplane flying over the river Avon and Clifton
Suspension Bridge, 29.5cm by 38cm, applied
to card with Clifton Suspension Bridge 1931 to
lower, 44cm by 50cm £50-100

25.
Moon Landing and Space interest, a
collection of related items such as an unbuilt
boxed Airfix kit of a Lunar Module, a view
finder with three reels, four large display
posters, a book To The Moon in two volumes,
pictures and photograhs (parcel) £50-100

26.
Five aviation paintings and prints, all
with Liberator or similar type aircraft, including
two oils by artists Banks, a limited edition
print, a small black and white photograph and
cartoon by Banx (5) £80-120
27.
A large scratch built flying scale
model of a Bristol WWI biplane fighter, well
constructed wood and fabric with movable
flying surfaces and petrol engine driving 40cm
propellor, tail skid and undercarriage, dummy
Lewis gun in rear cockpit and dummy pilot in
front, 198cm wingspan £400-600
28.
A detailed scratch built flying scale
model of a WWI SE5a fighter biplane, recently
refreshed colour scheme with national and
squadron markings of the period, of wood
and fabric construction, with flyable surfaces,
undercarriage and tail skid, dummy guns and
cockpit detail with pilot’s wicker seat, lacks
engine, 100cm wingspan £350-500

33.
Five 1980s large British Airways
travel agents photograpic display boards, one
large square example with Boeing 747, 114cm,
and four others 93cm by 119 (5) £50-80
30.
Two limited edition Navy prints
after David Shepherd, Ark Turning Into Wind’,
and, ‘D-Day Overture’, together with a limited
edition print after Keith Woodcock, Westland
Sea King SAR.3, all three signed in pencil (3)
£60-100

34.
Two 1970s BOAC travel agent
display items, including a wooden cube with
various designs, 23cm, and a cardboard Comet
4, AF, 80cm (2) £50-80
31.
A 1960s Biggin Hill International Air
Fair advertising poster, 72cm by 51cm, applied
to a board, some staining £50-80

35.
A 1970s fibreglass travel agent
Airbus A300, 1:100 scale, in Laker Airways
livery and marked Skytrain, with stand, AF (2)
£60-100
32.
A WWII period Kollsman C-12
sensitive altimeter £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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36.
A vintage wooden BOAC illuminated
advertising sign, having cut away wording for
“Majestic First Class Services”, 114cm wide
£50-80
41.
An unused Canada Airways
“Mounty” cardboard cut out advertising sign,
125cm high, together with a BOAC Montreal
fair advertising sign, 82cm (2) £50-80

37.
A 1970s oil on board aviation
painting, depicting a twin propellor Herald in
British Island Airways livery over coast, signed
Maurice Maule or similar, 44cm by 55cm,
framed £50-80

38.
A 1990s large fibreglass travel agents
display model of an Airbus A330 by Scalecraft
Models, 1:50 scale, in ‘My Travel’ livery, with
detachable wings and engines, mounted on
chromed stand, 115cm £250-350

39.
Four vintage BOAC advertising
prints, including two aircraft in BOAC branded
frames, AF, a BOAC Cargo print, AF, and a board
print for the BOAC VC 10 (4) £60-100

42.
A 1990’s limited edition framed
print of Concorde, together with a Perspex
PanAm check-in desk sign and a BEA Van
Heusen advertising sign (AF) (3) £50-80

43.
A vintage cotton BEA terminal flag,
272cm wide, together with a smaller terminal
flag with red and white arrow shaped insignia
on green ground, 190cm wide (2) £50-80

44.
Sud-Aviation / British Aerospace,
a collection of approx eighty manufacturer’s
photographs of Concorde including production,
prototypes, first flights & technical details in a
modern ring binder £80-120

46.
Avro Lancaster interest, a collection
of brochures, photographs, press cuttings and
Pilots Notes, in two modern ring binders
£50-100

47.
Hasegawa cl Lavochkin La-5FN
watercolour, framed and glazed 81 x 56 cm
£150-200

48.
Iain Wyllie watercolour, framed and
glazed watercolour of the Dams Raid (1943),
63x32cm £150-200

49.
A good collection of early 20th
century aviation postcards, approx 200
presented in a red album, with some early
Japanese pilots at Tokugawa, c1912, numerous
pioneer pilots with their aircraft, a group of
RAF examples and more £250-350

45.
Avro interest, a collection of historic
manufacturers official and private photographs
of aircraft built by A.V. Roe, from triplane to
Anson. Including Type 504 in military and
civilian markings, air to air and ground aircraft
portraits Approx 110 images in modern ring
binder £100-150
40.
Two vintage wooden BOAC
advertising signs, one for fairs to New York and
Montreal with reflective panel, 140cm wide,
the other for Majestic First Class Services,
69cm wide, AF (2) £80-120
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50.
Book, Histoire de L’aeronautique,
a comprehensive Art Deco book by Charles
Dollfus and Henri Bouche, published by
L’Illustration of Paris in 1932, some scuffing
and wear to covers £100-150
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 56

51.
A group of four scale drawing
prints for model aircraft, Including a Hawker
Hurricane, an Islander and two others,
together with three pencil drawings of Yankee
Clippers (7) £50-70

52.
A collection of aerobatics and other
photographs, including publicity and publically
taken examples, largest 43cm by 30cm, approx
80 (parcel) £50-70

53.
A group of three unframed aviation
prints, including ‘Sunrise Encounter’ by Keith
Ferris, ‘Merlins Thunder’ by Keith Coulson,
and ‘The Second Bomb Group at Budapest’ by
Charles Beecham, together with a print titled
‘Where Forces Meet’ by Peter Elleshaw (4)
£60-100

55.
Three unframed limited edtion
framed aviation prints, Wings of Victory by
Gerald Coulson, Hunters Moon also by Coulson
and D Day overture by Lawrence Bagley, each
in a folio £60-100
56.
A well constructed flying model of a
De Havilland DH82 Tiger Moth, G-ANOH, the
fabric and wood panelled airframe finished
in malt-orange with white upper and lower
mainplanes, extensive detail includes instructor
and pupil cockpits with throttle controls,
compass, instrumentation, windscreens and
seats, the instructors position with control
column, both cockpit positions with folding side
doors as on the original. A single cylinder petrol
engine driving a 45.7cm two blade propellor,
the over/ upper mainplane centre section
incorprating the corrugated aluminium upper
plane fuel tank with on/off tap, Fully working
flying control surfaces to wings, tailplane and
udder with decorative heraldic markings and
sprung tail-skid, the main wheels strut braced
with leather sleeved shock resistant pillars,
stood with ballon rubber tyres, wheel discs
with de Havilland logo, approx 212cm, together
with a collection of forty photographs of Tiger
Moth aircraft, including many aircraft portraits
of G-ANOH and others
£1500-1800

57.
A fine 1930’s CAPRONI propellor,
laminated walnut two blade propellor, the
base stamped CAPRONI CA101-LINZ, 200HP
D244 P.148-184 DIS-N2010 dated 15.12.33,
numbered 200 on both blades, with canvas
covered grey with painted yellow band tips,
with eight mounting bolt holes, 244cm diam.
£1200-1500
58.
A scratchbuilt model of a
Heinkel He.46, 20+B31, a well constructed,
electronically powered flying control model
of this early 1930’s reconnaissance and army
co-operation aircraft, the wooden airframe
covered with fine fabric and wood panels,
the strut-braced parasol mainframe over pilot
and observer/ gunners position, with fully
operating flying control surfaces, finished in all
over silver with national markings of the period
(1938) including the rudder with Spanish Civil
War marking, the aircraft on strut-based main
undercarriage.approx 120cm wingspan
£100-150
59.
A scatchbuilt model of a Fokker
D.VIII, a flying/ gliding scale model, finished
in red over green with national markings
of the period, with dummy rotary engine,
wood propellor, pilots seat and windscreen,
on rubber tyred wheels and tail skid, 77cm
wingspan, a vintage model recently refreshed
£100-150
Lot 57

54.
An unframed limited edition print
after Wilson Hurley, Columbia in 3 Seconds’
- The First Launch of America’s Space Shuttle,
438 / 850, in folio £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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60.
A collection of aviation photographs
and prints, including Charles E Brown: three
Air Ministry aircraft portrait studies, circa
1941, two with photographers stamp verso,
of Boulton Paul ‘Defiants’, ‘Short Stirlings’ and
‘Bristol Beaufort’, each 38cmx51cm, together
with colour prints of Spitfires and Hurricanes,
a limited edition print titled ‘A September
Evening’ after the original oil painting by
Anthony C. Harrold, signed by the artist and
the pilot of Wellington Z-JN, Bill Randall.
£80-100

64.
A WWI period watercolour of an
RAF airship, depicting an airship of the Kent
coastline, marked HMP, and Lydd, 24cm by
16cm, applied label verso makes note of more
details on back of painting, framed £100-150

65.
A WWI period watercolour of an
RAF Seaplane, depicting an biplane marked
E over coastline, marked HMP Dover Patrol
Walmer A FLT. 1918, 27cm by 19cm, framed
£100-150
61.
A rare original 1918 Caproni Ca58
2000 h.p Framed and glazed photograph of
this aircraft mounted on the factory traversing
tramway, 33x43cm £50-80

69.
A group of eight ballooning interest
prints, including an Edwardian lithograph
cartoon by L. Camara, a French coloured
engraving, and other items (8) £60-100

70.
A rare airship Souvenir Number
publication, dedicated and regarding the WWI
airship in the Portsmouth Command who
patrolled the English Channel in the Great
War, some water staining, in a cover marked
Reminiscences £50-80
71.
A 1930s souvenir handkerchief,
commemorating and detailing the victims and
funeral of the R 101 crew and others on Sunday
5th October 1930 £50-80

66.
An Edwardian print after M.
Campion, depicting an early aircraft over
river, marked and dated 1912, 30cm by 76cm,
framed £50-80
72.
A set of six engraving prints after
Howard Leigh, each depicting aircraft and
titled, with pencil signatures, unframed,
together with a 1917 print taken from The
Sphere (9) £60-80

62.
Book, L’Aeronautique, Jan-Dec 1929,
a bound volume of twelve issues of this historic
French publication, including all colour covers,
advertisments and superbly illustrated articles
of the period. £120-160
67.
An Early 20th Century print after
Montaut, depicting a Zeppelin airship over
lake, titled Zeppelin, 27cm by 76cm, framed
£50-80
68.
Four WWI and later aircraft
recognition booklets, one a WWII German
publication titled “Das Erkennen von
Flugzeugen”, and three others (4) £50-80
63.
A pair of 1950s Air Minitry issued
flying goggles, presented in the original box
marked Goggles Mk 8 (2) £80-120
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73.
A 1919 bound folio of prints after
Maurice Busset, titled,’ En Avion Vols Et
Combats’, and, ‘Estampes Et Recits De La
Grande Guerre’ 1914-1918, with 15 dramatic
aviation prints £150-250
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

79.
Aviation, Manufacturers Model,
Hawker Siddeley
HS 125 twin engine,
Executive Jet, length approx 32cm wing span
30cm, Registration G-BDJE ( German private
registered), on chromed 3 legged metal stand.
( Slight paint loss on tail base) £40-60

74.
Two modern Concorde desk models,
one by English Miniatures on wooden base,
and a chromed example, 13cm and 7cm long
(2) £50-80

75.
A group of 42 signed Concorde and
aviation first day covers, including 23 signed
by pilots and VIP personnel, and a set of 19
Classic Aircraft signed first day covers (42)
£150-250

80.
WWII RAF “Target for Tonight”
An exceedingly rare original poster for the
film c1940, depicting Boulton-Paul Defiant
and graphic imagery for the propaganda film
directed by Harry Watt & produced by Warner
Bros with co-operation and live-action with the
RAF on bombing mission over Germany; fullcolour lithograph on paper; US-market issue
for atrium-display, published by & copyright
to Vitagraph Inc. inscription to lower margin.
56x72cm
£700-800
81.
WWII RAF Bomber Command “You
and the RAF…” A rare exhortation poster by
HMSO dated 1942, colour lithograph having
enlarged printed Headed-letter signed by Air
Marshal Arthur T. Harris, set against massed
bombers backdrop on sky-blue ground.
76x51cm £180-250

76.
A
collection
of
Concorde
memorabilia, including a boxed Corgi Toys
diecast in BOAC livery, a boxed Corgi Toy
Airport set, two boxed Concorde toys, several
wallets and packs, a signed menu, other gifts
and photograhs and other items (parcel)
£150-250

77.
A pair of black and white framed
photographs of Hawker Hurricanes, together
with four large colour photographs by Peter
Henley of a de Havilland Mosquito in flight (7)
£60-100
78.
A framed set of three watercolour
paintings of a Phantom USAF fighter plane,
together with a plastic model by New Bright of
a USN Kitty Hawk (2) £50-80

82.
“The Blue Max”, An original poster
for the WWI-period film c1969, starring George
Peppard, Ursula Andress & James Mason; fullcolour dramatic-action artwork lithograph,
French text for 20thC Fox distributors Paris;
53x42cm £100-140
83.
WWI RFC - A group of early 20thC
aviation photographs c1914/18; variously
including Geoffrey de Havilland (framed),
W.G. Barker, Hugh Trenchard & others with
captured Fokker DVII, DH9 & Handley-Page 400
bombers, Caudron etc. largest 20x25cm. (6)
£70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

84.
Pioneer Aviation - A folio of
French early 20thC photographs c19081914, variously including Charles Dollfuss &
fellow-aeronauts at Casablanca, Bleriot 1909,
Wynmalen, Parmelin, Breguet, 1911, Bider.
Lecomte, Jacques de Lesseps and others
including French WWI pilots, personnel,
aeroplanes & support trains etc; variously with
hand-captions, dates & photographers’ agency
wetstamps verso. Largest 21x28cm. (32)
£280-350

85.
Pioneer Aviation Air Racing - A folio
of French early 20thC photographs c19111920s, variously depicting Paris-Rome-Turin
Air Race 1911, comprising a fine collection of
21 images of the protagonists, complete with
a list of entrants & machines including Bleriot,
Sommer, Molla, Kimmerling Beaumont,
Bathiat, Frey, Savary, Level & Garros etc, lightly
mounted on card-sheets, some with captions &
cuttings; the folio further includes later images
of a variable-wing biplane designed by aviators
Levavasseur, Latham and Gastambide c1920s.
(App 28 images) £280-350

86.
WWII RAF - Bomber Command
Avro Lancaster, Stirling & Halifax c1943/45;
A good group of original period photographs;
professional/press b/w inages including
enlarged study depicting Avro Lancaster no.
KM - B in flight, believed to be the re-registered
surviving Lancaster now restored and flown
by the RAF Historic Flight group, together
with further studies of Lancaster, Stirling and
Halifax aircraft, and with two copy-neg images
of Dambuster Crews with Guy Gibson after the
raid. Largest 30x38cm (7) £120-150

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 98

90.
Spirit of St Louis - Charles
Lindbergh Transatlantic Flight c1920s,
A
desk-top cigarette-lighter model representing
the famous “Spirit of St Louis” high-wing
monoplane commemorating the first WestEast solo Transatlantic Aerial Crossing in July
1927; nickel-plated brass with concealed
lighter cockpit canopy, incised decoration &
inscribed USA - ST-53; £100-120
87.
Schneider Trophy Race 1927 Framed photographic display, A good group
of original period photographs, depicting
preparations for the race with the GlosterNapier seaplanes at Calshot on the Solent;
comprising a compilation tribute to Flt. Lieut.
Reg Davies MBE, who at the time was an
Leading Aircraftsman on the RAF High Speed
Flight team in 1927; joint-mounted with
celebration-dinner invitation card for the
event. 46x77cm. £200-300
88.
“Battle of Britain - Squadrons of
the RAF” - 40th Anniversary poster by RAF &
National Savings published 1981; depicting
combat aircraft of the campaign and including
personnel and subsidiary ground forces,
with border design Squadron badges of those
participating in the Battle for the Defence of
Britain during 1940. 84x61cm £70-100

94.
Aviators Windcap - A rare interwar
or earlier period flying-helmet c1920s;
soft unlined black leather with maker’s
label inscribed Scully “Air Mail Helmet” Los
Angeles USA, bears ink-stamped inscription
within crown inscribed “Wert[he..] Ross[et…]
56 Officers Mess”; together with a pair of
matching-period cased tinted-lensed flying
goggles. (2) £100-120

95.
Aviators Windcap - An interwar
period flying-helmet c1920s; light cloth fabric
with buckle chinstrap. £40-50

91.
Spirit of St Louis - Charles Lindbergh
Transatlantic flight inspired commemorative
mascot c1930, chrome-plated alloy, mounted
upon an art-deco turned aluminium stepped
base, £100-120

96.
Airship R101 Enlarged photographic
study c1931, A silver-gelatin photograph of
the ill-fated craft G-FAWW at its mooring-mast
at Cardington Bedfordshire, prior to making its
tragic flight; dry-mounted on cardstock backing
(previously framed). 28x38cm £80-100
92.
WWII RAF - Supermarine Spitfire
motor-car mascot c1940s, chrome-plated
bronze with rotating propeller; trench-art style,
mounted on chromed .45 bullet-case support
and polished mahogany base. W/span15cm
£160-180

89.
RAF Inter-war years - A fine pre-war
flying-helmet by S.Lewis’ and Triplex Goggles
c1930s; soft glace-kid black leather with
chamois lining; close-fitting having foreheadstrap, button-down ear pads, maker’s label
within crown; complete with Gosport-tubes,
and original purchase receipt for Mr. Tolhurst
of the Civil Service Flying Club dated 28th
August 1938, size 6 7/8th; further including a
pair of Triplex Safety Flying goggles in original
cardstock box, included on the purchaser’s
invoice. (2) £220-250
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93.
WWII RAF - Avro Anson motorcar
mascot c1940s, representative of the twinengined general-purpose type aircraft of
WWII, mounted for display on chromed mount
to ebonised circular base. W/span 13cm
£100-150

97.
Sopwith Tabloid Float-plane, A rare
original photograph c1912; depicting an early
racing seaplane on the Solent; monoplane
design with single-seat cockpit showing
bare-headed pilot attired in jacket & tie; drymounted on cardstock backing. 20x30cm.
£80-120

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

98.
Brooklands BARC M. Pegoud
“Upside Down Flying”, A very rare autographed
admission ticket c1912; for a “Demonstration
of the latest developments in Flying on a
Bleriot Monoplane at Brooklands including
Upside-Down flying” (Weather permitting)
dated September 25th, 26th & 27th [1913];
the headed card with BARC logo bearing 14
autograph signatures of leading aviators & VIPs
of the day including M. Pegoud (upside-down
to other signatures!), Louis Bleriot, A. Bleriot,
B.C. Hucks, Spenser Grey, Norbert Chereau,
Harry De la Combe, James Valentine, Mair
Rolph, Pierre Verrier, C.H. Cresswell & others
unidentified, mostly pencil one in green-ink.
9x11cm. £400-500

99.
Monoplane Car Mascot, A fine early
20thC radiator embellishment c1910; nickelplated bronze of French origin depicting a
stylised monoplane rising from a cloud-stem
base, well-detailed with rotating propeller,
helmeted pilot-figure to cockpit, incised
detail to upper wing surface and roundels to
underside, mounted upon a period bakelite &
nickel-plated radiator-cap. £300-400

100.
Bleriot Car Mascot, A rare early 20thC
radiator embellishment c1909, representation
of the first Cross-Channel flight monoplane;
heavy cast-bronze with rotating propeller and
mounted upon a period brass radiator-cap. W/
span 16cm Length 20cm. £380-450

101.
Bleriot Car Mascot, A fine, large
& rare early 20thC radiator embellishment
c1909, well-detailed open-frame fuselage
with rotary-engine & propeller, spoked-wheels
undercarriage & tail-wheel, mounted upon
a period nickel-plated radiator-cap. W/span
23cm Length 26cm. £800-900

Lot 102

102.
Rotary Aero-Engine Car Mascot, A
fine & very large early radiator embellishment
c1912; Of cast aluminium manufacture with
excellent detail to six-cylinder motor, having
integral hub bearing and also with electrical
illumination to two opposing cylinders, by the
Anglo Machine Manufacturing Company New
York; complete with original fixing-clamp &
wiring; well-mounted for display on a stepped
bakelite plinth surmounted by silver-plated
pilot-figure in face-mask helmet & goggles.
31cm dia. £900-1200

103.
De Havilland DH 80A Puss Moth
Car Mascot c1930s, A definitive special-order
radiator embellishment representing the
aeroplane reg. no. G-ABNC; of cold-painted
& plated bronze commissioned from the
manufacturers A. E. Lejeune Ltd for the second
owner John Verney (Lord Willoughby de Broke)
c1932. Willoughby de Broke was Chief Steward
of the Jockey Club and used the machine to
ferry himself from either his home at Kineton
in Warwickshire, or from Sywell Aerodrome
where it was mostly kept. Its history shows
to have been originally delivered to Air Taxis
at De Havillands at Stag Lane in June 1931 to
registered Mrs Rhonnda Rankin for a European
tour. In April 1932 it was brokered by Brian
Lewis & Co at Heston to John Verney, who
kept it until re-brokering it via Alan Muntz of
Airwork Company also at Heston. In 1938 it
was sold to Italy, and very soon moved again
being registered in France as F-AQOR by which
time Europe was embroiled in war. No record
of it remains thereafter. At some point The
Mascot appears to have been mounted upon
the small cast bell which now accompanies it,
which bears a relief crest-design believed to be
of French origin. £450-550

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

104.
WWI Imperial German Air Service
Fokker EIII Eindekker model c1914/15, A
good artificer-built trench-art model of the
German Scout of the early war years; of brass
& copper construction with bracing-wires and
undercarriage detail and rotating propeller
and with hand-painted Balkan-cross insignia
to upper-wing surfaces and tailplane.w/span
21cm. £250-350

105.
WWI RFC Sopwith Camel trench
art model, a good artifacer-built model of the
front line fighter of 1917/18; well crafted of
brass with excellent detail including rotating
propeller & rotary engine within nacelleshroud, twin Vickers machine guns and with
hand painted insignia and markings forNo. 55
Squadron RFC c1917 £250-350

106.
WWI French Military Air Service
monoplane car mascot c1914/15; cast
bronze manufacture with rotationg propeller,
wheeled undercarriage and with applied
enamel roundels to upper-wing surfaces,
mounted upon a polished mahogany displaybase. W/span 13cm £150-250

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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107.
A Vintage wooden and enamel gear
stick knob from a Sunbeam Rapier, together
with a brass cigarette lighter (2) £50-100

108.
De Havilland DH 88 Dragon Rapide
G-ACYR - A fine scratch-built model of the
passenger biplane c1930s, beautifully crafted
in wood & metal with excellent attention to
detail including rotating propellers, interplane struts with wire-bracing, undercarriage
& cockpit features, well-finished in Olley Air
Services livery; £280-350

109.
Imperial Airways Short Brothers
“Scylla” G-ACJJ - A fine scale model c1930s,
beautifully crafted in wood & metal with
excellent attention to detail including radial
engines, rotating propellers, inter-plane struts
with wire-bracing, undercarriage & cockpit
features, and realistic “corrugated” aluminium
structured fuselage; well finished in authentic
Imperial Airways silver & blue livery. W/span
36cm £250-350

111.
RAF Interwar Years Manufacturer’s
Styling Model c1930s, A professional modelmaker’s example of a high-wing monoplane
of the early inter-war period 1920s/1930s;
of mainly wood & metal construction
having hinged folding wings, radialengined streamlined design with enclosed
undercarriage wheels, well detailed & finished,
painted in original laquered silver & black livery
with RAF roundels. W/span 80cm (approx)
£250-300

115.
RAF Schneider Trophy Race c1929,
A rare table-top desk-lighter modelled as the
Supermarine S5 Seaplane: of patinated nickelplated white-metal, having excellent detail and
with concealed lighter beneath engine nacelle
cover activated by movement of the chromeplated propeller: mounted upon a blacklaquered plinth-base with battery-housing
facility for ignition. W/span 18cm £300-350

112.
WWI RAF FE2-B Scale Model, A fine
scratchbuilt scale model of the famous biplane
fighter No. 6015 of the early years of the Great
War c1915; painstakingly built by craftsman
modeller with excelent detail to all aspects
including rotary pusher motor, flying-control
& bracing wires, Lewis machine-gun etc, and
finished in authentic livery of the Royal Flying
Corps. W/span 36cm. £200-300

116.
“Flying” Harry Tate - An early 20thC
Revue Poster c1909: Featuring the acclaimed
personality in his Vaudeville Show: full-colour
lithograph artwork featuring the hero with
rotary-engine propeller & steamship imagery,
after a design for Allen & Sons Belfast &
London. 51x76cm. £100-150

113.
RAF Schneider Trophy Race 1929,
A group of mementos of the British-winning
event including a small scratchbuilt model of
the Supermarine S-6B racer; together with
three various printed invitation dinner-menu
cards in respect & celebration of the event
dated between January and November 1929,
one with photo-illustration. (4) £80-120
117.
RAF Lightweight Flying-helmet &
Oxygen-mask c1950s of light-blue “Aertex”
fabric with leather reinforced padded earpieces, wired with ear-phones, together with
matching oxygen-mask and wired connection.
£100-140

110.
WWI RFC Model Aircraft Hangar and
Trench-Art Aeroplanes c1917/18, A very rare
large-size edition toy Aircraft Hangar by Lines
Bros (Triang) c1918, of mainly painted wooden
construction with metal-framed glazed
windows and double opening doors to front
(one later-replaced); original paint finish in
olive-drab, having applied maker’s tinplate logo
frontis and RFC badge & painted inscription to
back-panel “ tba Sqdn ...; together with two
WWI trench-art models of biplane & triplane.
(3) 68x68cm (approx) £280-350
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114.
RAF Pilot Deskpiece CigaretteLighter c1930s/1940s, A table-top ornament
modelled as an RAF pilot of the inter-war years,
the helmeted figure in full flying attire of Sidcot
suit, with goggles, boots & gauntlets, holding
a two-bladed propeller, the hinged head
revealing petrol-lighter within; patinated and
plated white-metal mounted on polished oak
base. Height 28cm. £400-500

118.
USAF WWII Lightweight Flyinghelmet & goggles c1940s £70-100

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

119.
WWI RFC Trench-Art Biplane c1918,
A good artificer-made model representing a
biplane of the Great War, created from scrap
brass with good detail and rotating propeller,
together with a display-stand fabricated from a
disused shell-case. 92) £70-100
BOATING & NAUTICAL

120.
A group of three first half 20th
century silver plated coffee and hot water
pots from White Star Liners, of varying styles
and one made by Walker & Hall, another from
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths, and and one by
Elkington & Co (3) £50-80

121.
An Art Deco period US Bakelite
ship’s clock by Seth Thomas, circular with
subsiduary to top, having eight day movement,
appears to run, with key £50-80

124.
A vintage Aladin parafin heater, in
light green, together with five vintage parafin,
oil and petrol tins (6) £60-100
125.
A collection of Naval photographs
and other items, predominantly relating to
HMS Howe, together with a book on HMS
Howe (parcel) £50-80

126.
A 1950s silver plated novelty boat
cruet set, having London crest to front, together
with a small turned wooden with plaque to
state From The Teak Of HMS Warspite (2)
£50-80

127.
A mixed lot of boating and related
items, including three wooden block pulleys,
whistles, knives and sundry items (parcel)
£50-80

122.
An interesting early 20th century
silver vesta case, having inscription to front,
A.E. Page Submarine Depot Tug Of War Final
1912 £50-80

128.
Two Art Deco period RMS Queen
Mary menu covers, each bearing a pencil
signature, together with a 1936 calendar,
an Atora Christmas booklet and an auction
catalogue for the sale of Aldermaston Court
Estate in 1939 (5) £50-80
123.
A Victorian pewter rowing interest
tankard, with crest and engraving from 1878
£50-80

129.
A collection of items relating to RMS
Queen Elizabeith and RMS Queen Elizabeth II
liners, including a silver plated cased napkin
ring and boxed tea strainer for QE, and then
ephemera, luggage labels, a sweatshirt and
more relating to QE II and Cunard (parcel)
£80-120

130.
A c1950s Chad Valley Cunard
wooden jigsaw puzzle, depicting Carmania, on
board, complete, 44cm by 71cm, and sold with
original Cunard Steam Ship Co Ltd red box (2)
£50-100

131.
A collection of thirty two Thames
Conservancy enamel license plates, presented
on an oval blue painted wooden board, the
earliest dated 1915, 1916 and 1919, then
others from the 1920s, 30s and 40s, mostly for
Private Pleasure Vessels, 91cm wide
£300-500

132.
A 1940s Crown Devon pottery cube
tea set from the Cunard liners, with green
stars, comprising squared teapot and jug, sugar
basin and milk jug (5) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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133.
A late 1940s 9ct gold and enamel
boating interest brooch, having five coloured
flags to bar brooch, 3.3g and 4cm wide
£100-150

139.
An interesting collection of
approximately 150 technical drawings,
relating to vessels from the Vosper Thornycroft
Shipbuilding division Southampton, including
Leander Class A/S Frigate, HMS Jersey, Daring
class Destroyers, and others, mostly sectional
components and parts, 1960/70’s in a large
leather trunk £100-200

134.
A vintage Royal Mint bronze RMS
Queen Mary medallion in case, together with
an RMS Lusitania medallion in card box (4)
£60-100
135.
A framed set of six Stevengraph
shipping postcards, together with two single
Stevengraphs in frames, a painting on silk leaf
marked CRM Norham Castle, a print of RMS
Queen Mary and a framed montage of six B&W
photographs of RMS Queen Mary (6) £60-100
136.
Four Boating and Nautical related
paintings, including a waterline gouache of M.Y.
Bulldogue by Mike Miller, a small watercolour
by Claudia Myatt, a watercolour of the blue
Funnel Liner Agenpenor and a watercolour of
SS Artreus by P. Wright (4) £60-100

140.
An enamel advertising sign, “We
sell Briquettes”, made by The Southampton
Steamship Coal & Patent Fuel Co-Southampton
in black & white enamel finish, some edge
damage, 45cm x 76.5cm £80-120

144.
A 1970s Perspex QE2 Cruise Liner
world map, the eliptical blue sign with world
destinations for the Queen Elizabeth II, marked
to reverse in marker pen “From Midship’s
Lobby QE2 Premier World Cruise 1975”, 102cm
wide £50-100

145.
A vintage silver plated P&O salver
by Mappin & Webb, together with two
pottery P&O teapots a cup & saucer and a
footed serving dish £50-80

141.
Two limited edition prints after Sir
William Russell Flint, each titled “SS series
Airship warns a foodship of the proximity of
a submarine”, both framed, together with a
watercolour of a small yacht and an oil of a tall
ship (4) £50-100
146.
A 1950’s Walkers knotmaster log,
model KDO, with nautical miles log, string on
line with spinner and other items, in original
pine box £50-80

137.
A collection of twenty modern half
hull style models from Marine Models &
Paintings by Brian Martin, each framed and
bearing label to reverse (20) £100-200

142.
A c1970s travel agency model of a
cruise liner, “Majesty of the Seas”, presented
on a wooden plinth stand with plaque, 76cm
long £80-120

147.
A pair of good pen and gouache
submarine paintings, each framed and glazed
studies having two submarines, both approx
21cm by 40cm but different sized frames (2)
£80-120

138.
A collection of fourteen modern
half hull style models from Marine Models &
Paintings by Brian Martin, each framed and
bearing label to reverse, one larger example of
the Great Eastern (14) £80-120

143.
A collection of twelve cruise liner
and other shipping enamel badges, including
a Queen Elizabeth and a Queen Elizabeth II
example, several ship’s wheel shaped from
various boats and others (12) £50-80
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148.
Two vintage rowing oars, each with
Durham University green paddles having white
cross,both made by Ayling, one dated 1951 the
other 1963, AF, 369cm (2) £100-200
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149.
A modern brass compass and sun
dial, circular with folding sundial to upper,
marked West London, in square box (2)
£50-80

154.
Five Art Deco period and later
butterfly wing cruise liner ashtrays, of varying
designs and sizes, with examples from Empress
of Canada, RMS Ivernia, Franconia, Empress of
Australia and RMS Queen Mary (5) £50-80

150.
A large Victorian cast iron ship’s
anchor, now painted green, with two chains
with hooks, 145cm high and 138cm wide
£100-200

151.
A pair of late 19th or early 20th
century military issue bronze rowlocks,
21.5cm high, with broad arrow (2) £60-100

152.
Two early 20th century brass
shipping plaques, the trench art style panels
mounted on Bakelite oval back panels, one
marked HMS Implacable Great War 1914 18,
the other marked HMD Alarm Great War (2)
£100-150

153.
A good pair of early 20th century
copper and brass shipping lamps by Bow, one
port, the other starboard, some repairs and
converted to electric lamps, 39cm and with
carry handles (2) £200-300

155.
Nautical, a model “Typhon” , floor
standing ,air pump Fog horn made by Kockums
Sweden, brass body, air chamber and horn
mounted on pine board, possible later made
issue of the 1900 model £80-120

156.
Nautical, a stand mounted Compass
head, made by W.Harris & Co , Holborn London,
brass construction with sight tubes and swivel
mount in original mahogany fitted box.
£50-100

157.
Montaut, Ernest “Coupe du Salon”
1904 A rare early 20thC pochoir lithograph
depicting Dietrich III racing on the Seine
passing Le Grand Palais at World-Record speed
in cruiser classification; hand-coloured stencil
to original lithograph with facsimile signature,
printed caption & published by MontautMabileau et Cie, Paris; mounted in colourcordinated moulded frame. 46x92cm
£380-450

158.
“The Motor Boat” A scarce early
20thC bound volume No XVI dated 1912;
comprising nos 391 January 4th to 416 June
27th 1912, in publisher’s cloth-boards with
gold-tooling to spine, with internal adverts
without covers; £180-250
159.
Sopwith, T.O.M. Christmas Card
dated 1926, A personalised Greeting-card
by Beken of Cowes depicting his 12-Metre
racing-yacht “Doris”; tipped-in silver-gelatin
photograph to embossed bordered card,
printed inscription “With Mr & Mrs T.O.M.
Sopwith’s Compliments Xmas 1926” handinscribed “Doris” in white ink with Beken &
Son blind-stamp lower right, presented in folio
embossed cover & printed inscription “With
Best Wishes”. 26x18cm £40-50

160.
“Batboat III” A good enlarged
photograph by Beken of Cowes, depicting the
1914 British Motor Boat International Trophy
contender at speed in The Solent c1950s,
captioned in white-ink to lower margin,
mounted in period moulded marbled-gesso
frame. £70-100

161.
Traditional Skiff Seat-backs c1900,
A pair of decorative scrolled wrought-iron &
mahogany detachable seat-frame backs for
traditional Thames Skiffs; together with an
Edwardian skiff/canoe boat-hook paddle. (3)
£80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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168.
Roma-Bracchian “ R a d u n o
MotoNautico Nationale”
A fine & rare
enamelled competitor’s award plaque for
an event for racing motorboat 1933s; highly
decorative design of gilt-brass and enamel
and having guillochee enamel relief of the
Vatican with racing hydroplane to foreground;
variously inscribed & dated 30th September
2nd October Anno XI. 8x4cm £400-450

Lot 168

162.
Pair short sculls for pulling dinghy
c1920s; A pair of 5ft Sculls for rowing-boat/
dinghy, together with another single scull and
a knotted-rope hawser fitment. (4) £50-70

165.
Marshall, Emma “On the Banks of
the Ouse” Life in Olney 100 Years Ago, 1st Ed
dated 1888; A rare late Victorian local historical
set in North Buckinghamshire on the river
Great Ouse, with printed dedication to Sir John
Henry Kenneway Bart. MP, published by Seeley
& Co. The Strand London; gravure illustrations,
green cloth boards with gilt tooling to cover &
spine; (some loosening to bindings, spine partly
detached); together with “Broadland” Series II
1st ed. c1900, 32pp printed-card boards and
having tipped-in colour illustrations frontis &
throughout by Parsons Norman, £50-80

169.
Lago di Como (Lariano) - Primo
Raduno Moto-Nautica 1934; A fine & rare
enamelled competitor’s plaque award for
participation in the inaugural meeting for
Racing Motorboats, Float-planes, Motorcars
& Motorcycles; octagonal format having
guillochee enamel design with Lake Como map
on sunburst central motif, with art-deco border
design featuring motor-craft of all types as
above; £300-400

170.
Motorboat Desk-Lighter c1950s;
An unusual small table-top lighter modelled
as a cabin-cruiser; chrome-plated brass with
detachable petrol-lighter. £40-60
163.
A small Jackstaff with “Red Duster”
c1930s; of varnished mahogany staff and
traditional red-ensign attached; together with
a small Union Jack flag . 61x122cm (2) £50-70

166.
British Motorboat Racing Club
Windermere badge mascot c1930s, A scarce
pre-war members car/boat badge, enamel on
nickel-plated brass surmounting a matching
radiator/filler-cap; £180-250

171.
Motorboat Foghorn c1960s; Longtrumpet pattern, chrome-plated brass, 12-volt
electric. 40cm £40-60

164.
Bonthron, P. “My Holidays on Inland
Waterways” 2,000 Miles by Motorboat & Skiff,
1st edition c1910 A rare early travelogue over
the principal waterways of Britain, pioneering
the use of a motorboat; 186 pages with
photographic illustrations, blue cloth boards
with impressed illustrative cover (some fading
to covers & minor foxing tight bindings);
together with Young, Clarence “The Motorboys
in Troubled Waters” 1st ed c1909, cloth boards
with impressed illustration to cover & spine;
£50-80
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167.
British Motor Yacht Club Car Badge
Mascot c1920, A rare early edition members
badge for car or boat by Elkington stamped
no. 88; pierced relief design of lifebuoy &
enamelled burgee; chrome-plated bronze with
free-standing integral flange-mount;
£250-350

172.
Classic Boat Rally - An original poster
for the event on Lake Windermere August
c1991; artwork depiction of classic boats
against the backdrop Arts & Crafts mansion,
headquarters of the Windermere Motorboat
Racing Club; together with “Biscuits d’Annecy”
A pre-war art-deco printed advertisement
depicting yachts on Lake Annecy c1930s;
colour lithograph on paper; matted for display.
(2) Largest 76x51cm £40-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

173.
Upper Thames Motor Yacht Club
Burgee c1930s, A rare pre-war Motor-boat
pennant by “Excelsior” E.W. Perrett Co.
Balham Rd. London, of stitched segmented
polychrome cloth with distinctive white cross
on blue ground design motif and triple-split
to trailing edge, and applied maker’s label to
binding. 36x51cm £120-150

174.
Motorboat Yacht Club Burgee
c1930s, A pre-war Boat Club pennant of
triangular format of stitched cloth Oxford &
Cambridge blue & white segments in wave
pattern design; complete with toggle lanyard
affixed to varnished mahogany jackstaff.
30x63cm £120-150

175.
Motor Yacht Club Ile de France, A
rare pre-war members car/boat badge c1930s;
a highly decorative enamel on silver-plated
brass, of pierced relief format with central
flag motif and border design of lifebuoy, &
entwined anchors with chain link pattern;
£100-120

176.
International Motorboat Regatta
Essen 1954 & 1955; Two original competitors’
award-plaques for the events on Baldeney-See
organised by ADAC, having highly decorative
enamel design on silver-plated brass & copper
respectively, depicting racing hydroplanes at
speed & International flags design motif. (2)
£120-150

177.
Windvane Anemometer - A good
combination wind-generator apparatus by
Osaka-nanuto Mfg. C c1970s: Of mainly bronze
and light alloy construction with aerodynamic
fuselage and integral directional tail-plane,
having four-bladed propeller to aluminium
nacelle gear-housing: ideal as weathervane:
£280-350

178.
A vintage Schermuly pistol line firing
gun, wooden grip and brass pistol having grey
painted oversized barrel with handle bearing
sticker £100-200

181.
A 1970s fibreglass dinghy, with a
Yamaha 2HP outboard engine, with instruction
manual and sales catalogue, the small craft
approx 2.5m with rubber lining to edge, AF
£150-250

182.
“Piccolo” a Broom Rapier Mk 2
speedboat, 1961, restored to a high standard
and with orginal Johnson 18HP outboard
engine and trailer, also with original waterskis,
paddles, anchors and Tonneau covers, 11ft
£6000-8000

BOATS & WATERCRAFT
See more details online

179.
“Thames Bank”, an unusual
Chauffer’s Punt, Thames Bank has luxurious
velvet sage green and pink piping cushions
and adds a table for long liquid lunches, a side
wheel drives the hidden electric pod motor in
the stern and a full folding cover gives some
shelter in case of bad weather and for camping,
25ft long, please note: the name will need to be
changed after purchase. Provenance: Current
owner purchased at Phillips auction in Henley
several years ago. Restored and electrified by
Henwood and Dean £8000-12000

183.
“Mohican” a 1980s fibreglass sailing
dinghy, approx 4m, with mast and sails, on
trailer, AF £200-300

184.
A ChrisCraft Barrcuda speedboat,
c1958, 14ft plywood on solid wood frame,
having a freshwater 1971 Evinrude SkiTwin 40
HP shortshaft outboard motor, having a good
road trailer, a great opportunity to buy a classic
speedboat, see online condition report for
more details £6000-8000
180.
“Bear”, a 1970s wooden canoe,
marked to cockpit This Boat Was Built By
Douglas Smith June 1973, with lift out
floorboards and seats, having two oars, approx
4.7m £200-300

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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CYCLING

EQUESTRIAN
192.
An Edwardian holly horse cart whip,
having silver pommel with engraved inscription
from South Lancashire regiment, and sold with
a photograph of the vendor’s grandfather on
horse back (2) £150-250

185.
“About 12” the Stapley Hawk is a
well restored 1970s inshore Race Boat only a
few of which were built By Ray Stapley who
famously competed in one in a powerboat race
from Putney Bridge to Calais and back and also
won a place in the Round the Island Race that
took place the day after the Cowes-Torquay
event, the current owner, the President of the
Classic Motor Boat Association has restored
this great race boat and who is a specialist
with particular knowledge of this model,
About 12 has a strengthened transom and has
additional structure support along the keel as
well as a stainless steel dashboard also adding
to the structural integrity of this renowned fas
raceboat, the paintwork has also been renewed
as well as the upholstery, it is fitted with a 2017
90hp Yamaha 2Stroke engine with less than
19hours use from new and a matching new
Ballistic Stainless Steel racing propeller, the
trailer has been renovated and upgraded, this
is a good example of this rare racing boat ready
to use
£7000-10000

187.
A vintage Conventry Eagle men’s
road bike, finished in silver, AF £50-100

193.
A pair of brown Leather riding
boots, with wooden tree stretcher inserts, two
bowler hats (Adams of London small, size not
known, Owl brand size 6.7/8th) and three, mtr
+ long, rig crops, one having hallmarked silver
cap (parcel) £100-150
188.
A vintage Raleigh Gresham Flyer
child’s bicycle, in gold colour, with white saddle
and tyres £50-100

194.
A leather dressage type saddle, by
J.A.Barnsby & Sons Walsall & London, together
with a wooden folding saddle stand and four
wall fixing saddle/tack stands including one
folding type by Stubbs (parcel) £100-150
189.
A vintage Bickerton folding cycle,
finished in silver with matching mud guards.
£50-100

195.
An Edwardian antler and leather
bound horse riding crop, together with
another smaller example and another crop, a
walking cane and a horse head shoe horn (5)
£50-80
MOTORING & MOTORCYCLING

186.
“Janet”, a 12ft Tideway sailing dinghy
built c1950 by L H Walker, of Leigh on Sea, it
is clinker mahogany planked on oak frames
and has a beam of 5ft and draught of 14in,
a steam engine was added at some point,
and extensive renovations were carried out
by Peter Freebody between 1982 and 1993
including work to the steam plant and fitting
the mahogany coaming, in 2003-04 the steam
plant was replaced by a Stuart Turner P5M 4hp
petrol engine, it was fitted by Henwood & Dean
and renovations were carried out, the engine
has an electric starter and electric fuel pump
with a brass side steering wheel, Janet has a
BSS certificate valid until 2020, in 2015 she
won the Stuart Turner Trophy at the Thames
Traditional Boat Festival, Please note: this boat
is suitable for inland waters only
£6000-8000
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190.
An early 1970s Moulton Mark 3
bicycle, in red, in very good working order and
condition, some scratching, with orginal red
pump £100-200
191.
An Old Amsterdammer style bicycle,
in poor condition and in need of attention, still
rides though £50-80

196.
An Art Deco period automobile
dashboard repeater clock, marked West End
Watch to enamel dial with Arabic numerals,
appears to run, 6.5cm diameter
£100-200
197.
A vintage BSA Golden Flash
motorcycle helmet, having dark blue upper
and brown leather lower with chin strap,
crazing and chips to upper
£50-100
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202.
A vintage Shell card car game by
Waddington, titled Shell Through The Looking
Glass, with insert maps £50-80

207.
A Armstrong Sideley Car Mascot,
in the form of a chrome Sphinx, mounted on
a oval chrome plinth, in turn mounted on a
wooden base, mascot overall 9.5cm long x 5cm
high . £50-80

198.
Two pairs of vintage motoring
or motorcyle glasses, both with side grills,
together with a 1957 Uniport garentee and a
tin glasses case (4) £50-100
203.
Eight early 20th century copies of
Ford Times, the A5 sized magazines with one
from 1913 and seven from 1914, AF (8)
£100-150

199.
A group of eleven 1940s and 1950s
motor racing and motor rally photographs,
with examples of Blandford Hill Climb 1949 by
Guy Griffiths, three RAC Rally 1956 by Richard
Duke and Studio Rex, along with three related
receipts and a the 1949 Blandford Road Race
Meeting Racing Results, in a folder
£100-150

208.
A pair of vintage RAC badges,
issued for the Torquay Rally, March
1936,manufactured by the “Birmingham
Medal Co”, finished in white metal, with a
satin finish and pin backs. (2) £30-50

204.
A pair of 18ct gold and enamel
motoring interest cufflinks, the Edwardian
cigar shaped cufflinks joined by chains, having
later painted cars, 14g, presented in a vintage
Mappin & Webb box (3) £1000-1500
209.
A selection of six American vehicle
licence plates, from Ohio with one from
Florida, together with an Allegro badge, MG
and Supervan III (parcel) £30-50

200.
A Ruddspeed Ltd hipflask, modelled
as the radiator of a Mercedes with badge above
grill, lacking Mercedes emblem to radiator cap,
20.5cm £150-250

205.
A vintage brass car horn, side
mounting with mesh cover and rubber bulb (
bulb AF). £40-60

210.
A WWII period bronze “Old Bill”
car mascot, from the character designed by
Bruce Bairnsfather, signature to rear of helmet
and copyright under scarf, mounted on brass
column and wooden ebonised base, Height
approx 13.5cm mounted £200-300

201.
A 1930s lead car mascot, modelled
as a kingfisher, together with a Smiths
dashboard clock, both items were from the
vendor’s father Bull Nosed Morris Oxford (2)
£60-100

206.
A one quart glass oil bottle, with
blue, white and red “Esso Extra Motor Oil”
painted label together with a glass, one pint
embossed oil bottle with the “Esso” name on
the side. (2) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

211.
A collection of vintage engineering
books, inc Buck & Hickman , tools & supplies
digest, Machinery’s handbook, Aspects of
Nuclear Reactor safety, Dunlop and Ranken Iron & Steel catalogue etc (9) £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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212.
A collection of vintage Commercial
vehicle badges, inc, Bedford, Atkinson, ERF,
Perkins Diesel, Gardner, Vauxhall TK, Albion,
Landrover, Camel Rally board, etc, Parcel
£40-60

213.
A large collection of vintage
woodworking tools, inc, carpenters tool box,
Rebate , Beading, Hollows, and Block planes,
Bow saw, Spoke shaves, spare blades etc . (3)
£60-80

216.
A large wooden carpenters tool box,
with steel banded top and side carry handles,
containing a selection of tools inc, saws, plane,
square, chisels etc. £80-120

217.
An acrylic painting on canvas by
K.W.Davies, of Walter Rohrl Audi Quattro,
Monte Carlo 1986, signed bottom right/dated
2003, 49cm x 75cm, framed. £50-100

221.
A
German
VW
KDF-Wagen
-Sparkarte, stamp collecting book, 1939, with
stamps included, together with a booklet
explaining the process and detailing the cars
production. (2) £50-70

222.
A
Tommi
Makinen/Risto
Mannisenmaki print, Mitsubishi Lancer Evo
VI, 36cm x 55cm , framed and glazed, together
with a Richard Burns, Peugeot 206 ,WRC
Catalunya 2002 print in tube. (2) £30-50
223.
A large collection of mostly Classic
car magazine, approx 300 issues, with some
Motor and Classic & Sports car, dated from the
1980/90’s and some later (7) £40-60

214.
An Alan Preece acrylic on board,
Jackie Stewart in his F1 Elf-Tyrrell, #5 being
chased by a JPS-Lotus car #1 possibly Ronnie
Peterson, at speed around a corner with the
spectators stand behind, name and 1975 to
bottom right 60cm x 48cm framed. £50-100

218.
A collection of motoring manuals,
such as Humber Hawk Series III owners
handbook, 1968 Cortina owners handbook,
Hillman Minx Mk VI owners handbook, Imp
Book, Corsair 200E owners handbook and
Commer maintenance handbook. (6)
£50-100
219.
A large accumulation of various
maps, mostly Landranger, Popular edition
and Tourist types but with a quantity of older
examples included, approx 15, Parcel (2)
£40-60

215.
A collection of car dealership
brochures and booklets, mostly American
cars from the 1970/80’s inc, Dodge, Ford,
Chevrolet, Buick Oldsmobile, together with a
small selection of metal car badges including
VW, Minor 1000, Singer, Princess (parcel)
£50-70
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220.
A Turf cutting spade, the heart
shaped blade being 30cm at the widest point
with “T” handle. £30-50

224.
Six motorcar and related books,
including Rover The First Ninety Years by Eric
Dymock, and three others relating to Rover,
also a 1920s The Big Book of Motors and
Hobbies, AF (6) £50-80

225.
A 1970s The Now And Forever
Cobra poster, depicting seven Cobra cars for
The Shelby Amercian Automobile Club in 1976,
64cm by 94cm £50-80
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226.
Eleven Christie’s Car Auction
posters, from 1987, 1988, 1989 and 1990,
some duplicates, together with two further
Christie’s auction posters (13) £50-80

231.
A
vintage
enamel
Renault
advertising sign, the double sided diamond
shaped sign having markings to lower, 118cm
high and 78cm wide £300-500

236.
An Art Deco period dashboard clock,
marked 8 days to enamel dial, cracked, appears
to run, presented in a purple maroon case (2)
£50-80

227.
Three vintage Motoring items,
including a pair of Luxor goggles in original
box with leaflet, a Smiths dashboard clock and
another by Stadium (3) £50-80

232.
A 1960s technical cut away drawing
of a Triumph engine by S.E. Porter, illustrating
and with applied label to lower marked 1968
Triumph TR6 Petrol Injection System, signed
35cm by 37cm, in frame, cracked £200-300
228.
A vintage enamel RAC advertising
octagonal sign, with applied “Repairer” sign to
lower section, 62cm high and 56cm wide
£200-300

237.
An early 20th century chromed
Lucas King of the Road car or carriage lamp,
having screw paraffin reservoir, lens cracked
and mirror damaged, together with two AA
badges, a RAC car badge, National Trust car
badge and a brass Masonic horse brass (6)
£50-100

233.
A vintage enamel Catseye road sign,
stating Slow, and, Major Road Ahead, AF, 67cm
by 36cm £80-120
238.
A vintage Cromwell motorcycle
helmet, size 7 3/8, with Castrol and Grand Prix
decals, leather lower, repaired with electrical
tape £50-80

229.
A vintage enamel RAC call box
octagonal sign, 37cm by 37cm £100-150

234.
A c1970s Austin Healey dealership
poster, issued by The British Motor Corporation
Ltd, depicting an Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3
Sports Convertible, 60cm by 89cm, some
creasing, in a frame £200-300

230.
An early 20th century automotive
watercolour by Gordon Horner, depicting
a racing motorcar marked Autokutsche
Imperator and motorcycle in background,
signed and dated 1970, having stamp for The
Autocar Editorial marked for issue 29-12-69
and other details, 56cm by 76cm, in a frame
£300-500

235.
A collection of over 50 1970s and
1980s Christie’s motoring and transport
related auction catalogues £60-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

239.
A 1970s Cheney Triumph 500cc trials
motorcycle, having T100 twin cylinder 500cc
ISDT engine, engine no. 43418, this motorbike
has not been started for some time, it has
no offical paperwork or docuemention, sold
with a 1971 Cheney booklet and some related
ephemera and a box of related items such as a
front and rear number plate for TCG 130M, a
chromed tailpipe, a mud guard and other items
(parcel) £800-1200

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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240.
A French Art Deco car advertisement,
titled Carrosserie Automobile De Luxe, for
Eugene Boulogne et Fils and Automobiles
Benz, depicting two cars with text, 42cm by
30.5cm, framed and glazed £50-100

246.
A Vintage T.A.G.A members
car badge for ‘Telegraphist Air-Gunners
Association c.1940s/1950s, chrome plated and
enamel (chipped) chromed and blue enamel,
chipped, for TAGA, Telegraphist Air Gunners
Association £50-80

252.
A vintage Hispano Suiza car mascot,
of a flying Stork surmounted on a faux radiator
cap ( damage to legs), together with a 1936
Hispano Suiza dealers leaflet for the 30 CV. 6
Cyl. (2) £200-300
241.
A pair of vintage Delage Motorcar
advertisements, both framed and glazed,
probably taken from publications in the 1930s
(2) £50-80
242.
Two French Art Deco motorcar
company advertisements, one for Solex
and the other for Peugeot, together with a
blueprint style print of four motorcars, each
framed and glazed (3) £50-80

247.
A good Art Deco bronze car mascot
of The Gentleman Kharki, possibly by Brown
Brothers, stood holding his rifle on a naturalistic
base, 14cm £250-350
248.
Two car badges, one for The Veteren
Car Club Of Great Britain, no. 1246, and a
Rotary club example (2) £50-80
253.
A vintage Rolls Royce car mascot,
in the style of a single engine “Spitfire-type”
fighter plane with two torpedo style tanks
slung below attached to a onynx base with
“Rolls Royce” engraved along the wings.
£100-200

243.
A 1987 Christies vintage car
department press pack, including black &
white photographs by Bob Masters, of Robert
Brooks and a Bugatti, together with two
Christies car auction posters (3) £50-80

249.
Brooklands- A scarce pre-war
programme c.1920s, titled, Souvenir & Official
Programme Of The Royal Motor Race Meeting
May 20th 1922, some staining £150-250

244.
A 1950s offical press folder of the
Royal Tour of Tanganyika by The Cooper Motor
Company, the vinyl faux snakeskin album
containing 18 Public Relations Department
Tanganika black and white photographs HRH
Princess Margeret’s tour in 1956 and each with
emphasis on the Land Rover used £50-80

254.
after Roy Nocklands, c1954, a
rare lithograph print titled “Stirling Moss Maserati”, depicting a Maserati 250F, signed in
pencil, 23cm by 32cm, framed £80-120

250.
Bentley leather golf bag c.1980s,
black and marked with Bentley logo to the zips
£200-300
255.
Motoring, a vintage Smiths ar clock,
silver dial with Arabic numerals , clockwork
movement with front chrome winder,
(probably from an Austin 7) loose mounted in
a scumbled wooden stand £30-50

245.
An Art Deco period bronze car
radiator cap mascot, in the form of a lion
seated on base, bearing kite registration mark,
13cm £60-100
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251.
A vintage Speedwell oil can, 1 gal,
brake fluid can with the famous “Speedwell”
name (AF) together with two, 2 gallon petrol
cans, “Pratts” with pratts lid and “Regal” with
shell lid £60-80

256.
Motoring, an interesting selection
of magazines and booklets, mostly vehicle
related, many from the 1950’s including ,
The Autocar, Auto Motor, Lincoln, The Motor,
Mechanix Illustrated, Car Life, Die Strasse,
Neue Krafifahrer Zeitung NKZ, Revue du
Moteur, Special Interest Autos, Ideal Home
bound copies Oct 38/ Dec 47, Autos 1962, The
Griffin Story, I Spy car books , Newspaper /
magazine advertisements etc Parcel £40-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

260.
Motor Racing, a collection of approx
130 copies of “Motor Sport” magazine, from
the 1960’s . (3) £30-50

257.
Motoring, American car dealer
brochures, vintage items including, Ford
Fairlane, Oldsmobile B44, 1960/61/67/68
Lincoln Continental, Graham Eight, Canadian
Chevrolet, 59 61/ 62 Fords, Lincoln Zephyr
reference book, Oldsmobile Six and Eight,1940/
1942 Pontiac Torpedoes, Lincoln Zephyr
V12, La Salle V8, 1947 Studebakers, 1953
Chevrolet, Buick 1942, V8 Pilot, 1936 Ford V8,
together with a selection of related magazine
advertisement cuttings. £60-80

258.
Motoring, an interesting collection
of early 20th Century photographs by Mr
W.E.Baines correspondent for the “Light
Car and Cycle Car”- “Autocar” magazines,
including a 1920’s British tour in his cycle car
and other related ephemera, presented in
four vintage albums, inc, newspaper scraps,
photographs of, Jersey, Guernsey, Yorkshire,
Hampshire, Lancashire, Devon, Cornwall, IOW,
Dorset, Wales Scotland, and East Anglia, many
vehicles/vehicle related, fascinating archive of
a journey. (4) £100-150

259.
Motor Racing, a copy of “World
Championship” by Gregor Grant, preface by
Mike Hawthorn , with original dust cover and
a multitude of pencil signatures inside on the
cover backing including, Graham Hill, Ian Raby,
Innes Ireland, Martin Gregory, Richie Ginther,
Mike Hailwood, Jack Brabham, Jim Clark, J.
Siffert, Tony Settember, Andre Pilette, Trevor
Taylor, Tony Maggs, Dan Gurney, Ian Burgess,
Joakim Bonnier, Bruce Mclaren, Carel Godin
de Beaufort, Roy Salvadori and Mike Beckwith,
from the Gold Cup Meeting, Oulton Park,
September 1963. £60-80

261.
Motoring, a collection of approx
36 car badges/scripts inc, Bentley, Cadillac,
Hillman, V8 Pilot, Wyvern, Panhard, Victor,
Dauphine, Impala, Armstrong Siddeley,
Vanguard 6, Belair, Cresta, Velux, Imp, Minx,
Minor 1000, Electra, etc together with a VW
hubcap. £60-80

262.
Motoring, a selection of vintage Car
Dealer Brochures, including Vauxhall Velox,
Vauxhall Velox and Wyvern fact book, Vauxhall
range 1939, Chrysler Valiant, Vauxhall Wyvern
( Dutch), Hindustan Contessa, Standard Ensign,
Hillman Imp (French), Mercedes 220 S/SE,
Tranny booklet, Imperial 1961, Ford Anglia/
Prefect/Escort and Squire, Morris Oxford,
Triumph 2000 etc, Parcel. £60-80
263.
Motor Racing, a collection of approx
100 Race meeting booklets and programmes
from the 1960’s including, issues from Castle
Combe, Crystal Palace , Aintree, Oulton park,
Silverstone, etc. Parcel £40-60

264.
Motor Racing, a collection of approx
22 associated books including, The German
Grand Prix, BRM, Racing Campbells, Autocourse
year books 1960’s/70’s seasons (7), Grand Prix
Championship etc together with two die cast
models from the Shell Classico collection, 1961
Ferrari 156 F1 and Ferrari 1952 500 F2 Parcel.
£30-50

265.
Motor Racing,
a large framed
collection of British Formula One World
Champions, Racing photographs, including
Graham Hill, Jackie Stewart, John Surtees,
James Hunt, Nigel Mansell, Damon Hill, Lewis
Hamilton and Jenson Button, inscribed with
engraved plate 1962 to 2009, 70cm x 102cm
framed and glazed. £70-90

266.
Motoring, Mascot, a spread eagle
radiator mascot, (possible Moto meter base
with meter removed and blanked with a
domed section), impressive chrome wide wings
approx 18cm wide mounted on chrome ridged
radiator cap ( some chrome loss revealing brass
casting) £80-100
267.
Motoring, a collection of six vintage
1960/70’s black and white Prescott Hill Climb
photographs inc, 1908- 11-1/2 Ltr Grand Prix
Napier, E.R.A, Itala, ERA, Austin 7 and David
Blankstone in a Lotus 41, smallest being 13cm
x 30cm largest being 23cm x 40cm (6)
£30-50

268.
Motoring, a selection of approx
40 vintage Car Dealer Brochures and
associated paperwork, including FSO CaroPolonez-1300-1500 saloons and estates,
Verkausprospekt Adler 2,51- linie, Polski
Fiat 125p Range,Fiat 1800,
NSU Prinz,
Simca P60-Aronde “Grand Large”-Vedette,
Goggomobil , Borgward 230 GL-Isabella-Hansa,
lada-lada Riva-Priora, Wartburg Camping
limousine-Kombiwagen, Renault DauphineGordiniFregate, etc. parcel.
£60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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272.
Motoring, a pair of brass oil-coach
lamps with hinged lenses, complete with
brackets. ( AF) £30-50

269.
Motoring, a selection of approx
30 vintage/later Car Dealer Brochures, many
Russian, and associated paperwork, including
Tatra
77-603-87,
Texhompomnmnopt
3NC, TA3, Volga Bolra, Lachsenring, IFA F8,
Moskvitch-Elite-408-Scaldia, Skoda 1201,
Moskvic 407, 3MA, RA3 -21C Wolga, Autounion
, OpelKapitan 2.5, Skoda range, Yanka, etc.
Parcel £40-60

278.
Panhard Levassor - A good enlarged
early 20thC photograph c1905, depicting a
large two-seater touring car with gentleman
& lady passenger attired for a road excursion;
double-mounted in original gilt-linered original
frame. 18x20in (46x51cm) £100-150

273.
Motoring, a Smiths dashboard clock,
with bezel wind, silver dial and Arabic numerals
(appears to be working) £80-120
274.
Motoring, a flat “v” shaped chromed
tube badge bar with two brackets approx 50cm
long together with a 1950’s AA badge. £30-50

270.
Motoring, an interesting group
of WWII and earlier items relating to the
Volkswagen Beetle, mostly in German inc,
Acetate overlay pages booklet, Letter issued
to Herrn Friedrich Pape 25.10.41 relating to
potential purchase of a vehicle and associated
Volkswagenwerk stamp card with 14 stamps
dated 21.8.1940, Magazine dated 1938 with
Beetle front cover, Postcard in front of the
Brandenburg Gate with Beetle , 1939 DDAC
booklet, Period German booklet of rad craft
and signs, 1944 Manual for vehicle, DDAC road
maps, Dated press photograph 3.2.39 showing
man in white coat in driving seat of beetle
with civilians and soldiers looking on, 1939
Die Kunst Im Deutschen Reich booklet, Period
propaganda booklet on the vehicle, etc ( some
items being later) Parcel. £100-150

279.
Edwardian Motorcyclist, An early
20thC framed sepia-tone photograph c1910;
depicting a young man astride his Jersey
registered machine (possibly Triumph) having
chain & pedal-drive start with V-belt finaldrive & twin-tubed sprung front-forks; oval cut
mount within gesso-moulded original frame.
26x31cm £70-100
275.
Motoring, a London Transport Bus
& Coach “ Stop Request” sign, by Burnham
London, double sided hollow type, with six
divided place sections, some rust damage and
holes to base £80-120

280.
Sunbeam Motor Car, A fine early
20thC framed coachbuilder’s photograph
c1918, professional study depicting a large
sporting tourer possibly a 25/30HP or 6 1/2.
litre machine, excellent detail mounted within
its original cross-banded maple frame with
maker’s label verso F. Casson, Bond Street,
Hull. 15x23cm £120-150
276.
Motoring, a series of seven High
Wycombe bus blinds, all off a Routemaster,
including locations and numbers inc, Woodside
Road, Mill End Road, Sands, High Wycombe ,
London Country Garage, Amersham Garage,
Penn, Totteridge, Holmer Green, Special
Railways service etc. (7) £100-200

271.
Motoring, a folder containing a
selection of approx 20 Volkswagen Dealership
brochures ( mostly for Beetles) 1970’s and
later, a later re-print of the acetate overlay
booklet without insignia, price lists, colour
lists, associated paperwork and Beetle “map”
Parcel. £30-50
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277.
Motoring, a London Transport “Bus
Stop- request” sign, heavy twin sided enamel
on steel with brass surround and places section
to lower, missing spacers for tablets approx
54.5 cm x 46cm some minor enamel damage (
AF). £60-80

281.
Charabancs & Buses, Luton-Windsor
Day Excursion trip c1920, A good early 20thC
framed photograph depicting Vulcan and
National open charabancs preparing for an
outing c1920; all with Bedfordshire County
registration plates, clearly defined in central
Luton town location prior to departure;
silver-gelatin print flat-mounted on cardstockbacking with printed photographer’s credit
W.H. Cox, Wellington Street, Luton, in original
oak frame. Image 23x26cm £70-90
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

282.
Bedfordshire Bobby, An early
20thC framed sepia-tone photograph c1900s;
depicting an upstanding member of the
Constabulary in full uniform c1900, bears
photographer’s stamp A.G. Denton, Argyll St.
Bedford, mounted on impressed cardstock
board in original frame, £40-50

283.
Montaut, Marguerite “Gamy” Grand Prix de L’ACF 1912, An early 20thC
pochoir lithograph depicting the winner
Georges Boillot on the Peugeot racing through
French countryside; hand-coloured stencil
on original lithograph with printed caption
promoting Claudel Carburettor, Bosch Magneto
and Rudge-Whitworh wheels, printed &
published by Mabileau et Cie Paris dated 1912;
mounted in limed-oak frame. 50x96cm
£280-350

286.
Avian Car Mascots - A group of four
pre-war radiator ornaments of avian form
c1930s; spread-eagle motometer mascot,
small eagle and dove mascots for light-car or
motorcycle and a fine pair of nickel-plated
wings by Powell & Hanmer Ltd c1920. (4)
£100-150

287.
Ulster Automobile Sports Car Club
- A good rare pre-war members car badge
c1930s; enamel on chrome-plated bronze
relief design with laurel-wreath border,
mounted upon an Ulster Automobile Club
badge plinth base. £200-300

288.
Brooklands BARC Member’s Car
Badge c1930, highly decorative imagery of
cars racing under the Members’ Bridge design;
enamel on chromed brass, stamped verso no.
321 by Spencer of London, mounted upon a
bakelite plinth; £450-550

290.
Surrey Sporting Motor Club
Member’s Car Badge c1940s; shield format
cold-painted enamel on plated brass relief
design of racing car & motorcycle; £80-120

291.
Wilkes, Edward “Shelsley Walsh
Hillclimb 1938”, George Abecassis Alta; an
original action-study artwork depicting the
famed driver on “The Esses”, monotone
indian-ink, water-colour & body-colour,
monogrammed signature lower right, mounted
in glazed frame; original illustration intended
for publication in “Speed” journal c1938.
31x36cm £250-350

292.
Montaut, Ernest “Au Ventoux” 1904,
An early 20thC pochoir lithograph depicting
the winner Gabriel on the Mors, handcoloured stencil on original lithograph with
printed caption, published by Mabileau & Cie
1904, mounted in original green marbled gesso
frame. 48x92cm £280-350

284.
The Motor - A very rare surviving
weekly poster c1928, Announcing reportage
of the annual Tourist Trophy race on the Ards
Circuit Northern Ireland; full-colour lithograph
on paper. 76x51cm £200-300

285.
Simoniz Car Polish, A good mid20thC advertising standee poster c1940s;
glamour-model and art-deco styled motorcar
imagery, full-colour lithograph on cardstock
backing; £250-350

289.
Brooklands Aero Club Member’s car
badge c1930, highly decorative imagery of DH
Moth type aeroplane over airfield & hangars;
enamel on chromed brass, stamped verso no.
301 by Spencer of London; £600-700

293.
Ham,
Geo
(after)
“Lunettes
Meyrovitz” c1920s, A good limited edition
reproduction poster for racing goggles after
the original design by Geo Ham; dramatic fullcolour lithograph artwork depicting Bugatti
style monoposto. 76x51cm £180-250

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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294.
Windcap & Goggles for Lady
Motorist or Aviatrix c1930s, of soft white
cotton with matching lining to close-fitting
helmet; together with a pair of contemporary
lightweight goggles with elasticated strap
(perished), having nickel-plated frames with
ovate lenses with chenille lining, contained in
original maker’s case.(2) £80-120

295.
Edwardian Lady Automobiliste’s
goggles c1910, A high-quality pair of goggles
having tinted laminated lenses in nickel-plated
frames with chenille padded lining inscribed
“L’Express Brevete”; together with a later lady’s
motoring headscarf with veteran motorcars
printed design c1950s. (2) £60-80

298.
A good early 20thC photograph
album c1904-1914 having excellent content
including Motoring, GWR locomotives &
trains, Shipping including dreadnought
warships & Spithead review, rowing & boating
on the Thames, sailing & many other outdoor
pursuits; identifiable motorcars including
Dennis 20hp, Clement-Talbot, Sunbeam, Ford
T, Peugeot, De Dion etc; leather-bound with
24 cardstock double pages copiously filled and
hand-captioned in ink with dates and other
descriptive text. 8x10in (20x26cm) £100-150

299.
J.B. Dunlop - An early 20thC
Edwardian motorist’s multi-blade penknife
c1913;
of German manufacture having
embossed relief pictorial designs to whitemetal handgrips, respectively inscribed “25
Jahre Pneumatic 1888-1913” with portrait
image frontis, and passenger touring car &
cyclist imagery verso. £70-100

302.
Motoring/Aviation
Four
lithographed printed tin goggle-cases c12920s1940s; comprising two for “Oto” brand and
another for “Bozyeux Anti-Phares Anti-Soleil”
slogan: French origins, and with a further case
for Willson Goggles, USA maker; each with
decorative illustrative artwork designs. (4)
£70-100

303.
Motor Racing - A mid 20thC childs’
seaside bucket c1930s; lithographed tinplate
depicting racing cars and autodrome backdrop;
French origins design by A. Boucherat c1940s
£40-60

304.
Mercedes-Benz and Tatra, Two
enamelled radiator badges for the marques
respectively c1930s/1940s £40-60
296.
“Occiali Cigogna” A pair of pre-war
goggles for racing motorist or aviator by Giorgio
Ratti c1930; nickel-plated vented frames with
laminated curved ovate lenses & adjustable
bridge-piece fitting with elasticated adjustable
strap (perished), contained in decorative
lithographed tin protective case with maker’s
design emblem motif. £100-150

297.
Segrave’s “Golden Arrow” Tinplate
toy record-car c1929; An original period
tinplate clockwork toy model by Gunthermann
of Nuremberg Germany; a good representation
of the famous record-breaking car driven by Sir
Henry Segrave in taking the World Land-speed
record from rival Sir Malcolm Campbell. Length
53cm.
£450-550
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300.
An Early 20thC late Edwardian
Motorist’s penknife c1918; die-cut in the form
of a seven-seater touring car, large-format
having embossed relief pictorial design to
brass hand-grips; single-bladed with stamped
image of adjustable wrench to blade.
£50-70
301.
Rallying - Daily Express 1000
Miles Rally November 1950; A silver-plated
competitor’s award plaque for the event
organised by the MCC; map of England motif
with applied red cabochons marking checkpoints as newspaper front-page design;
together with related competitors lapel-pins
& badges ex-Johnny Wallwork Rally-driver
c1950s/60s. (5) £80-120

305.
Berkshire Automobile Club: An
extremely rare early 20thC member’s car
badge c1908, heavy bronze relief casting with
laurel-wreath border, and applied enamelled
relief of a stag & tree motif design to central
escutcheon, incised number “70” inscribed
verso, mounted on marble display-base:
£320-380
306.
Vintage Promotional Accessories
c1920s-1930s, A silver-plated propelling pencil
for Duckhams Lubricants, together with a
pocket-sized multi-blade feeler-gauge. (2)
£40-50
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Lot 311

307.
An early 20th century French child’s
pedal car modelled on a Renault racer c1920s,
painted wooden body with sloping radiator
and pointed tail on steel framed chassis having
radial-spoked wheels on solid rubber-tyres, by
unknown French manufacturer £800-1200
PART ONE:
JOHN HOW ROAD & OTHER SIGNS

308.
A vintage enamel Lactifer Calf Meal
sign, from Joseph Thorley, in poor condition,
41cm by 82cm £50-80

316.
A vintage enamel Devon & Exeter
Poster Services advertising sign, 13cm by
86cm £60-100
312.
A vintage enamel Government
Tea advertising sign, stating “Superb G.P.
Government Tea Rich Ripe Refreshing”, 61cm
by 122cm £100-200

309.
A vintage enamel speed road sign,
stating “Speed Limit 5 Miles Per Hour”, 46cm
by 61cm £80-120

313.
A vintage enamel RAC road sign,
double sided, stating “RAC Rowhook 3/4”,
92cm by 20cm £50-80

310.
A vintage enamel Royal Navy
recruitment advertising sign, stating “Royal
Navy Men & Boys Wanted…”, 61cm by 86cm
£60-100

314.
A vintage enamel green and white
British Railway Parcels And Left Luggage sign,
31cm by 61cm £50-80

317.
Two vintage Dutch street signs, blue
and white and stating “Meermanstraat” and
“Uiterwaardenstraat Nieuw-Zuid” (2) £50-80

318.
A good vintage enamel Duckhams
advertising sign with thermometer, in blue,
yellow and white for Duckhams Motor Oil with
tempreture gauge and insert thermometer,
produced by Burnham, 91cm by 33cm
£200-300

311.
A vintage enamel circular Regent
Petrol sign, stating “Its British Regent Petrol”,
in red, white and blue, 91cm diameter
£200-300

315.
A vintage enamel Nectar Tea
advertising sign, tea cup and saucer shaped,
32cm by 53cm £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

319.
A vintage enamel AA Garage
advertising sign, double sided in the form of
an AA badge, 64cm by 55cm £100-200

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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320.
A large vintage enamel Dunlop
advertising sign, in yellow black and red and
stating “Dunlop Fort”, 46cm by 147cm
£150-250

326.
A vintage road sign, for Shipley,
25cm by 91cm £60-100
331.
A vintage enamel and catseye
junction crossing road sign, having “X” above
word Danger, with post fitting, 75cm high
£100-200

327.
A vintage clapperboard style road
sign, arrow shaped stating “A272 Midhurst”,
43cm by 81cm £80-120
321.
A vintage enamel RAC road side
phone box, in blue, branded to sides and door,
heavily rusted to lower, 77cm high and 55cm
wide £100-200

332.
A large red catseye stop sign, pierced
with clear and red reflectors, possibly from a
bridge, 61cm diameter £80-120

328.
A vintage circular post top county
road sign, for Oxford County, 59cm £80-120
322.
A vintage Irish road sign, double
sided arrow with clamps, stating “Ceanannus
Mor Kells 5”, 29cm by 97cm £80-120

323.
A good large vintage cast iron
catseye road sign, rectangular for Brighton
with applied arrow with glass catseyes, 50cm
by 111cm £200-300

333.
Three vintage circular post top town
road signs, all from West Sussex, including
Shipley, Harting and Woodmancote, 36cm (3)
£100-200

329.
A WWII period ARP Control Centre
lamp, glass panel to door with insert paraffin
burner, 50cm
£100-200

334.
Two vintage circular ‘No Cycling’
road signs, one with a post fitting collar, 45cm
diameter (2) £80-120

324.
A vinatge cast iron road sign, for the
B3232, also with 3, 17.5cm by 55cm
£50-80
325.
Two vintage post head warning
triangle signs with cateyes, one double sided,
the other red one side and green to reverse,
with collars (2) £80-120
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330.
Three vintage circular post top town
road signs, all from West Sussex, including
Broadbridge Heath, Storrington and Cowfold,
36cm (3) £100-200

335.
Three vintage circular post top town
road signs, all from West Sussex, including
Itchenor, Chilgrove and Appledram, each with
post spike, 61cm (3) £100-200
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336.
Three vintage road and other signs,
including a cast iron circular ‘No Litter’ Penalty
2 Pounds, a No Waiting and a small Police
Notice (3) £60-100

341.
A vintage ‘Cross-Roads’ junction
road sign, in cast Aluminium with inset clear
reflectors to the “cross” and “Cross Roads”
in box below, no manufacturers name visible,
54cm x 30.5cm. £80-120

345.
A vintage ‘Low Bridge’ road sign, in
cast Aluminium with inset clear reflectors to
the “bridge” and “Low Bridge” in box below, no
manufacturers name visible, 54cm x 30.5cm.
£80-120

337.
A vintage hand held ‘Stop Children
Crossing’ sign, the lollypop circular sign on
painted metal support, 187cm £100-200

342.
A vintage ‘Headroom’ road sign, in
cast aluminium, 16’0” 36cm x 18cm, no makers
name visible, together with a Circular pressed
aluminium “No Entry” sign, 76cm and a later
“40” circular printed sign 38cm. (3)
£60-100

346.
Three vintage circular post top town
road signs, two from Hampshire, including,
“Nether Wallop” and “Wherwell” together
with a similar Berkshire example from “Long
Wittenham” ( 550925) all approx 38.5cm
diameter with the Berkshire example having a
cross piece at 46cm, all in cast aluminium two
with cast iron bases. (3) £100-200

338.
Three vintage circular post top town
road signs, all from West Sussex, including
Warnham, W. Chiltington and Munkmead, two
with post spikes (3) £100-200

343.
A vintage Traffic Light, with tripod
mount base by “Forest City” Manchester, trimodular construction, 78.5cm x 26.5cm .
£80-120
347.
A vintage Traffic Light, with top and
bottom bolt mounts, no makers name visible,
single box construction, 92cm x 30cm
£80-100

339.
A vintage red triangular warning
sign, post top type, with twin bolt attachment
in cast aluminium, together with a similar
pressed aluminium example with cast iron S3
post top by G Ltd (2) £80-120
340.
A vintage cast Aluminium road name
sign, “Butlers Green Road”, manufactured by
Royal Label Jackson, 145cm x 15.5cm.
£40-60

344.
A vintage ‘30’ speed limit sign,
circular, with inset red reflectors to outer
ring and clear reflectors to the “30”, in cast
aluminium with cast iron post top, diagonal
steel ( National Speed limit) band to back with
inset clear reflectors 46cm diameter.
£80-120

348.
A vintage directional road sign,
for “Horsham A24” , in cast aluminium with
clear “cats eye” reflector inserts, oblong with
pointed end, no makers name visible, approx
48cm x 87cm £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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349.
A vintage ‘Signals Ahead’ road sign,
in pressed aluminium with applied cast traffic
light graphic with “Signals Ahead” in box below
, no makers mark visible, 76.5cm x 71cm.
£60-100

350.
A vintage town road sign, in cast
aluminium, “Cullompton” with Exeter 13.
1/4m and Taunton 19m named below and
above, 114.5cm x 51cm. £80-120

351.
A group of three vintage wooden
sign post arms, various locations with distance
milage indicators including Greatham,
Watersfield, Nutbourne etc, (some digits
missing), together with a post with reflective
discs.(4) £40-80

354.
A group of four vintage wooden
sign post arms, various locations with distance
milage indicators including “Fyfield” ( inset
reflectors) “Slinfold”, “West Chiltington”,
“Worthing” etc, AF (some damage and digits
missing)(4) £50-100

359.
A vintage town road sign, “Partridge
Green”, pressed aluminium with raised
lettering and border, 46cm x 122cm. £60-80
355.
A vintage ‘30 MPH’ speed limit sign,
circular, with inset red “ cats eye” reflectors
to outer ring and painted centre (30 missing),
in cast aluminium with cast iron post top,
diagonal cast aluminium ( National Speed
limit) band to back with inset clear “cats eye”
reflectors 46cm diameter. £60-100
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TOYS & MODELS

360.
A late Victorian model ship or
marine copper twin boiler by William Munro
of Glasgow, integral raked funnel, with
pressure valve and twin safety valves, engraved
inscription to each side, 28cm wide and 27cm
high £200-300
356.
A vinage indicator road sign, twin
signs fastened on wooden board in pressed
alluninium with steel post loops, “Henfield”
11m & “Brighton” 24m , with pressed red
arrow indicator on black background. £80-100

352.
A vintage County sign,
“West
Sussex”, a cast aluminium example mounted
on wooden backing with heraldic shield above,
106.5cm x 38cm ( widest point).
£100-150
353.
A vintage Irish town road sign,
“Clonmel” County Tipperary, drive slowly, a
large circular sign in cast aluminium, no makers
name visible, post mounting brackets to back
72cm diameter. £50-100

358.
A vintage cast Iron 1920 Road Act
sign, Heavy vehicles and Locomotives, with
prohibited vehicles listed with seats of more
than 15 persons, approx 61cm x 62cm .
£60-80

361.
A 1970s or 1980s scratch built
model of a schooner, the Victorian style boat
called the Flying Fish, fully rigged, presented
in a glazed display case, 76cm wide and 53cm
high £60-100
357.
A vintage cast Iron 1920 Road Act
sign, Heavy vehicles and Locomotives, with
prohibited vehicles listed with seats of more
than 15 persons, approx 61cm x 62cm some
damage to fixing plate £60-80
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362.
A 1930s Sutcliffe Model Bluebird
Clockwork Speed Boat, light blue hull and
white deck, with box, lacks windscreen and key
(2) £50-100

363.
An Art Deco period pond yacht,
having white and blue hull, with rigging,
together with a model of the Golden Hind ship
(2) £60-100

364.
A collection of 12 Dinky Toy and
other toy aircraft, including Dinky The King’s
Aeroplane, a Meteor, a York, a Britannia, and
a Viscount, along with a tinplate plane with
folding wings, a Tekno MIG 15 and others (12)
£60-100

365.
A group of six Corgi and other toy
and model aeroplanes, including a Corgi
Lockheed Constellation and Avro York and four
pewter aircraft (6) £50-100

367.
Two modern models of boats, one a
fishing schooner called ‘Mary Ann’, 60cm long,
the other a ‘lobster potter called Red Atao’,
49cm (2) £50-100

372.
Four modern Franklin Mint aircraft,
1:49 scale, boxed, E, including Corsair US Navy
Bedcheck Charlie B11C988, Messerschmitt
B11B633, a Mitsubishi A6M3 B11C976 and one
other (4) £80-120

368.
A group of six modern Air Signature
diecast WWII Series aeroplanes, 1:48 scale,
including two Spitfire Mk V, two MiG 3, a Focke
Wulf and a Messerschmitt, boxed, E (6)
£50-100

373.
A modern Franklin B25b Mitchell
Ruptured Duck USAAF WWII diecast aircraft,
ref. B11C979, boxed, E £70-100

369.
A modern Franklin Mint B25
Mitchell diecast aircraft, 1:48 scale, boxed, E,
in outer card box, ref. B11 B462 £50-100

374.
Four modern Franklin Mint aircraft,
1:48 scale, boxed, E, including a Mustang
B11B589, a Warhawk USAAF B11C980, a Focke
Wulf B11B215 and a Lightning B11E076 (4)
£80-120

370.
Four modern Franklin Mint aircraft,
all 1:48 scale, in boxes, E, including a Dauntless
B11B935, Navy Spitfire B11E077, Thunderbolt
B11B295 and another Thunderbolt B11B613
(4) £80-120

366.
A modern model of the Cutty Sark,
retailed by Nauticalia, in box with stand (2)
£50-100

375.
A group of four Tri-ang plastic boats,
including no.491S clockwork Motor Lifeboat, in
box, a Sailor Buoy! Table Top Yachting in box,
and Scalex Titan in box along with a Mary tug
boat (4) £60-100
376.
A 1930s Meccano Hornby Speed
Boat, with white deck and blue hull, appears to
run, with box and key, box tatty and missing an
end panel £50-80

371.
A modern Franklin Mint Douglas
C47 Camel Caravan to Berlin diecast aircraft,
1:48 scale, ref. B11C971, boxed, E £70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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377.
Three modern Franklin Mint Armour
Collection aircraft models, each of the 1:48
scale diecast aeroplanes in box and in excellent
condition, including a Stuka Dora Luftwaffe
B11B265, a Hawker Hurricane MK XII B11B579
and a DH98 Mosquito Black Rufe B11B641 (3)
£60-100

386.
Two
Bassett-Lowke
waterline
models of famous liners, the 100 ft to 1 inch
scale models of Champlain and Orion in their
original boxes (4 £50-80
382.
An early 20th century clinker built
pond yacht, the 101cm stained wooden plank
hull with adjustable rudder and rigging with
cotton sails, some damages and AF £50-100

387.
Nine Tri-ang waterline models of
ships, 1:1200 scale, each in a yellow Tri-ang
box, with examples marked RMS Arlanza, Port
Brisbane and others (18) £80-120

378.
A collection of 12 modern Model
Power Diecast Collectible Historical Airplanes,
each boxed and in excellent condition, including
various US, German and other military aircraft
such as three Fokker DR-1 Triplanes, a T-34
Navy Sharks Teeth, a Bi Wing US Navy and
more (12) £80-120

379.
Four modern Franklin Mint aircraft,
the 1:48 scale diecast models in boxes and in
excellent condition, a Happy Hunter B11E216,
Spitfire B11B564, Thunderbolt B11E078, and a
Warhawk B11B619 (4) £80-120

383.
A fine scratch built model of a
Sopwith Camel F1 WWI Fighter aircraft, well
detailed skeleton model with working flaps,
52.5cm wingspan, presented on wooden base
with name block and under Perspex cover (2)
£350-500
388.
Four Tri-ang waterline models of
ocean liners, 1:1200 scale, in yellow boxes,
with two Queen Elizabeth’s, a Queen Mary and
an SS France, together with a Meccano Dinky
Toy No. 52 in box of Queen Mary and a Tri-ang
Pier Head in box (12) £80-120

384.
An Art Deco Bowman Aeroboat II
model speedboat, presented in the original
wooden Bowman box with instructions,
c1930s, AF (3) £50-100

389.
Two vintage cased Bassett-Lowke
waterline models of ships, one of MV Asturias,
lifeboat loose, the other the White Star Liner
Majestic, loose on board (2) £60-100

380.
A vintage scratchbuilt model of a
the Cutty Sark, the tea clipper with black and
red painted solid wood hull having good rigging
but with some damages, on stand, 80cm long
£100-200
381.
A 1970s or 1980s model of a
Falmouth working sailing boat, with blue
and red hull, and having white sails, a good
standard of model making, 94cm long
£50-80

385.
Two 1980s Minic ship sets and
four ships, both boxed, one the M906 Naval
Harbour Set, appears complete, the other the
M902 Oceanic Terminal Set with Queen Mary,
box tatty and possibly lack two small parts, also
four ocean liners in plastic boxes (6) £60-100
390.
A Mamod steam roadster, the live
steam car in good condition, seat loose, with
box, tatty but fair, lacks steering rod and burner
(2) £50-100
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Lot 400

391.
A kit built model of a Scandanavian
tall ship, having white and red hull with
detailed rigging and sails, some damages,
100cm long, on stand £50-100

396.
Nine diecast waterline models of
ships and boats, from various makers, each in
card box from Albatros Models (9) £60-100
392.
A collection of diecast waterline
models of ships and boats, in two K-Bins,
including naval, merchant and civilian examples
by Tri-ang, Dinky, Mercator and others (parcel)
£100-200

400.
A fine c1950s scratch built model of
a B. Class M.I. Conversion ship by Tough Bros,
“M.Y. Elsewhere”, the well constructed and
detailed model by M. Todd in a wooden and
glass case, with plaque, two lifeboats loose,
some paint fatique, model approx 120cm, and
case 134cm by 42cm by 65cm, provenance:
formerly the property of Sir Alexander Korda,
sold with a copy of the Boat Show Olympia
programme from 1958 mentioning Tough Bros
(2) £1000-1500

397.
Eight waterline models of ships and
boats, each in card boxes, including civilian and
merchant examples (8) £50-80

393.
Seven waterline models of ships
and boats, one Bassett-Lowke of a cruise liner,
another of Automedon a blue funnel liner, and
others (7) £50-100

394.
A collection of diecast and other
waterline ships and boats, with examples by
Mercator, Tri-ang Minic, and others, along with
Tri-ang pier and accessories (parcel) £80-120

395.
A collection of eighteen diecast
waterline models of ships and boats, with
examples by Mercator, Tri-ang Minic, and
others, predominantly ocean liners, most in
card boxes (18) £100-200

401.
A good scratch built wooden slip
along boat, “THE GLASS SLIPPER”, having
open-cockpit with four faux wicker seats,
approx 100cm, fixed in wooden and glass case,
116cm £250-350
398.
A vintage scratchbuilt remote
control model of a battleship or destroyer,
black and grey, deck with gun turrets and
torpedo launchers, fitted for remote control,
125cm long, on stand, some damages such as
radio tower £80-120

399.
A large travel agency fibreglass
model of Concorde, in British Airways livery,
on chromed stand, c1970s, 123cm long and
52cm wingspan (2) £300-500

402.
Brittains Gardening and Zoo Animals
and Related items c1930s, A good slection of
pre-war lead toys including Garden flowers,
borders, accessories & personnel, together
with a group of Llamas and related accessories
including Llama-carts personnel, trees, flora &
fauna etc: £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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PART ONE OF THE RICHARD HOWARD COLLECTION OF MODEL BOATS AND PLANES

Sadly Richard passed away in 2016 and is greatly missed by everyone here at Special Auction Services.
“If you knew Richard you would have been amazed by his ethusiasm, charm and fantastic personality.
We are delighted to be offering part one of his collection to you. The collection has been amassed
over many years at Beale Park and also at Richard’s home. It is extremely diverse but really shows
Richard’s passion for boats, ships and other vessels.” Neil Shuttleworth, Director at Special Auction
Services said, “Richard was a great friend and over the years and there are not many people who
leave such a lasting impression on you. I know that the collection will be well appreciated and sell
well to enthusiasts”.
We are delighted to dedicate this year’s Transport Auction to the memory of Richard, and include
Part One of his collection of Model and Toy Boats and Planes. Richard’s collection is extremely large
and diverse and within the auction the is a really good mix of various boats such as speed boats,
pond yachts, sailing boats, river craft and navy ships, most of which are remote controlled. The plane
section will include both civilian and military aircraft from small scale to large display models.
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PART ONE: THE RICHARD HOWARD
COLLECTION OF MODEL BOATS

Lot 405

403.
A kit build model of a river paddle
steam boat, 177cm long and 108cm on stand,
titled Gascoigne (2) £100-200
404.
A large model of a the French cruise
ship the ‘SS Normandie’, 260cm long, plywood
construction, possibly from a kit, AF £200-300
405.
A good vintage remote control
model of the steam ship ‘Lochlea’, 130cm, this
well build live steam aluminium hulled remote
control boat possibly built in the 1950s with
three lift off sections to deck opening to reveal
steam works £500-800

406.
An Art Deco period pond yacht,
128cm, with wooden deck and Bassett Lowke
fittings, with mast and sails £100-200

407.
A good vintage remote control
model of a river launch boat, 137cm, posisbly
made in the 1960s, with name plate for
‘Rooster’, having lift off cabin housing a nice
petrol twin cylinder engine £300-500

408.
A fibreglass remote control sailing
boat, “Waylander”, having green and white
hull, on stand, marked “KA-35” to nylon sails,
100cm long and 175cm high (2) £80-120

409.
A modern remote control model
of a tug boat, red and black hull, 105cm long,
with Laser 6 controller (2) £80-120

410.
An large Art Deco style remote
control pond yacht, “Helene”, having wooden
hull and decking, with carry handle, fitted for
remote control, nylon sails, with stand, 155cm
high and 215cm long (2) £150-250

411.
A modern remote control model of
an American twin hull power boat, marked
U-100 to spolier, on stand, 63cm long, with
Futaba Attack II controller (2) £60-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

412.
A large 1970s remote control pond
yacht, “Basil”, having blue fibreglass hull and
wooden deck, on MDF box stand, marked
Panasonic to nylon sails, fitted for remote
control, 150cm long and 210cm high (2)
£100-200

413.
A remote control model of an
RAF high speed launch boat, probably
a Thorneycroft Mk 1, black and red hull
numbered 1228, having yellow and grey deck
and cabin and twin gun turrets, 85cm long, on
stand (2) £50-100

414.
A fibreglass remote control pond
sailing boat, “Harrier”, in white, on stand,
fitted for remote control, nylon sails marked H,
90cm long and 160cm high £80-120

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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415.
A large modern remote control
South African tug boat, “F.C. Sturrock” of
Durban, black and red hull, well detailed to
deck, 115cm long £100-200

416.
A c1970s remote control model of
the German WWII Battleship “Bismarck”, well
detailed and painted, 158cm long £100-200

417.
A remote control model of an RAF
high speed launch boat, red and black hull
marked 384, 100cm long, on launching trolley,
in wooden and perspex case, 108cm long
£80-120

418.
A c1960s scratch built model of
a river cruiser boat, “Cirrus”, white and red
hull and white and teak wood deck and cabin,
80cm long, in green painted wooden and glass
case, AF, 88cm, sold with an accompanying
photograph of full size Cirrus on the water in
frame (2) £100-200

419.
A large c1980s remote control model
of an Atlantic Challenger power boat, branded
with ‘Martini Rosso’ and other promotinal
stickers, 135cm long £150-250

420.
A modern remote control model of
a U.S. Navy Landing Ship, marked L751 to hull,
well detailed, 85cm long, in wooden carry case,
96cm long £80-120

421.
A remote control of a Riva
Aquamarina slipper launch boat, 86cm, with
wooden hull and deck and fitted cockpit and
sun area opening to reveal two 7.2v Permax
motors, with stand (2) £150-250

424.
A large 1970s or 1980s Space Models
fibreglass model of a Boeing 747, probably a
travel agency model, lacks stand, in “British
Airways” livery, with detachable wings, some
damages, length 140cm £150-250

425.
A set of three RAF aircraft models,
including an Handley Page Victor K.2, a Vickers
Valiant B(PR)1, on board, and an Avro Vulcan
B2, all AF (3) £50-100

426.
Five scale model aircraft by Doug
Vann, including three spitfires, a Mustang and
the “Memphis Belle”, each on kite shaped base
stand (5) £60-100

PART ONE: THE RICHARD HOWARD
COLLECTION OF AIRCRAFT MODELS & TOYS

422.
A kitbuilt model of a WWI RFC biplane, painted brown with B502 to tail fin,
damages and AF, 100cm wingspan £60-100
427.
A 1950s aluminium Air France
desk decoration, the Constellation aircraft
on painted and gilt globe marked “Air France
Reseau Aerienne Mondiale”, 21cm wingspan,
one plastic propellor missing and one broken,
needs cleaning and tightening
£60-100
423.
A 1980s Skyland Models McDonnell
Douglas DC-10-30 aeroplane model, fibreglass
construction, in Scandinavian “SAS” livery,
68cm wingspan £80-120
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428.
A 1950s aluminium Spitfire desk
decoration, together with a board with
Johnnie Johnson book information and two
pieces of Spitfire shrapnel, one piece off, and
a brass Hurricane and an aluminium Hurricane
on brass stand (5)n£60-100

432.
A 1960s travel agency fibreglass
aircraft model of a DC-8-43, in “Alitalia” livery,
60cm wingspan £80-120

437.
A collection of kit and other airline
aeroplanes, various sizes and livery aircraft
(parcel) £50-80

433.
A scratch built model of a WWII
Spitfire, 113cm wingspan £60-100

438.
Two Dinky Spitfire Diamond Jubilee
of the Royal Airforce models, both boxed,
together with a diecast Messersmidt ME 262
on stand and five models in boxes (8) £60-100

434.
A collection of Airfix and similar kit
built RAF and British aircraft, in three boxes,
various WWII and other fighter planes (parcel)
£60-100

439.
A large 1980s diecast VC10 BOAC
aircraft by Western Models, 35cm wingspan,
togther with an L049D Constellation on stand,
also BOAC livery, and a four propellored
Northwest airliner (3) £60-100

429.
A scratch built model of an RAF
seaplane, 31cm wingspan, on stand, together
with a “Big Wing” brass Spitfire on stand and a
Spitfire desk clock (3) £60-100

430.
A 1950s Spitfire desk clock, the
chromed Spitfire on brass support above glass
and brass base with inset clock, 20cm high
£50-80

435.
A collection of Airfix and similar kit
built WWII and other Japanese and German
aircraft, in three boxes, various fighter planes
(parcel) £60-100

440.
Four 1970s and later travel agent
and other aircraft models, one a Douglas by
Executive Display Models, an Antonov 225
on stand, also an Hawaiian Airlines BAC One
Eleven and an Antilles Airboat (5) £80-120

431.
A 1980s Industrial Models Limited
fibreglass aircraft model of a Boeing 747, in
“Air France” livery, probably a travel agency
model, 58cm wingspan £80-120
436.
A collection of Airfix and other kit
helicopters, various sizes and types (parcel)
£50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

441.
Seven models of Concorde, two
larger models, one British Airways and one Air
France, 60cm, also one 33cm and four smaller
examples, together with two photographs of
Concorde (9) £80-120

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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442.
A c1980s travel agents model of a
Boeing 747 aircraft by Industrial Models, in
“Singapore Airlines” livery, 59cm wingspan
£60-100

443.
Three 1980s fibreglass travel agent
models of Airbus aircraft, including a Space
Models large A380-F, one wing repaired
and one engine loose, 75cm, an A310 by
Graphideco Top Models, 48cm long and a
smaller Space Models A318, 32cm (3)
£80-120

446.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of French Line Ocean Liner
“SS Champlain”, 1931-1940, in original box (1)
£100-180

447.
White-metal 1:1250 Waterline
Models of Ocean Liners, Albatros Modell New Zealand Line Rangitoto, 1949, Inman Line
City of Paris, 1889, RMSP Highland Chieftain,
1928, P&O Stratheden, 1937 and GM Carat Hapag Präsident, 1905, in original boxes (5)
£100-150

448.
White-metal 1:1250 Navis Neptune
Waterline Models of Warships, Hipper, Suffolk,
Mackensen, Warspite and Malaya, in original
boxes (5) £100-150

451.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Orient Steam Navigation
Company Ocean Liner SS Oronsay, 1924, in
Bassett-Lowke box (1) £100-150

452.
Wooden 1:1200 Waterline Models
of Warships, I R Amis Ltd - Italian Navy Grecale and Dardo, in original boxes, with
Italian Navy - Andrea Doria, and British Made
Warship, in original box, circa 1925 (4)
£80 -120

453.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Canadian Pacific Line
Ocean Liner RMS Empress of Britain, 1931, in
original box (1) £100-150

444.
A vintage fibreglass model of
Concorde, in “Air France” livery, possibly a
travel agents model, some damages, notably
left wing, 117cm long
£100-200
FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF WATERLINE
MODELS PART TWO
449.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Cunard Line Ocean Liner
RMS Aquitania, as hospital ship during the
1915 Gallipoli Campaign, in Bassett-Lowke box
(1) £100-150

454.
White-metal 1:1250 Waterline
Models of Passenger Vessels, G-Modell Lizenz
Rhenania - Balmoral Castle, Albatros Modell
Scot, Mercator Lohn, Carat Victoria and Albert
Royal Yacht, in original boxes, with other
vessels (2) and plastic Hapag Lloyd MS Europa,
in original box (7) £100-150

445.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Italian Line Ocean Liner
“SS Rex”, 1931-1944, Blue Riband holder,
1933-1935, in original box (1)
£120-180
450.
White-metal 1:1250 Navis Neptune
Waterline Models of Warships, Graf Spee,
Kronprinz,
Repulse,
Schleswig-Holstein,
Berwick and Penelope, in original boxes (6)
£100-150
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455.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of United American Lines
Ocean Liner Resolute, 1920, ex-HamburgAmerika Line, in original box (1) £100-150
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456.
White-metal 1:1250
Waterline
Models of Passenger Vessels, Carlo Markardt
- White Star Line Oceanic and Grosser Kurfurst
and Carat Modell - Kronprinz, in original boxes
(3) £100-150

457.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Union Castle Line Ocean
Liner Athlone Castle, 1936, in original box (1)
£100-150

458.
White-metal 1:1250
Waterline
Models of Passenger Vessels, G-Modell Lizenz
Rhenania - Adriatic, Albatros Modell City of
Rome and Nordzee Modellen Noordam, in
original boxes (3) £80-120

459.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Norddeutscher Lloyd
Ocean Liner SS Scharnhorst, 1934, in original
box (1) £100-150

460.
Wooden 1:1200 Len Jordan
Waterline Model of Ocean Liners, Remuera,
Empress of Scotland and Media, in original
boxes (3) £120-180

461.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of Norddeutscher Lloyd
Ocean Liner Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1903, in
original box (1) £100-150

462.
Wooden 1:1200 Waterline Models
of Warships, I R Amis Ltd - Farragut and
Asashio (2), Parah - HMS London (1) and
Palatial Mfg Co Kongo (1), in original boxes (4)
£100-150

463.
Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model Ocean Liners, P&O RMS
Strathnaver, 1931, and Canadian Pacific Line
RMS Empress of Russia, 1912, in original boxes
(2) £150-250

464.
White-metal 1:1250 and I:1200
Waterline Models of Warships, HMS Hermes,
1959, with 1982 Falklands War ramp, Nordzee
Modellen - Assault Ship, Navis Neptune Derflinger and Pinguin - German Armed Raider,
two in original boxes (4) £80-120

465.
Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model Ocean Liners, Colsulich Line
Saturnia, 1928, and Orient Steam Navigation
Company SS Ormuz, in original boxes (2)
£150-250

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

466.
White-metal 1:1250 Waterline
Models of Passenger Vessels, Jürgen Streich
Hikawa Maru hospital ship, Albatross Modell
- Carmania and Norman, Modell-Pool
Transylvania and unmarked Asturias, two in
original boxes (5) £100-150

467.
Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline
Model
Passenger
Ferries,
Tasmanian Steamers Oonah, 1920s, SE&CR SS
Canterbury, 1900 and LSWR TSS Normannia,
1911, in original boxes (3) £200-300

468.
White-metal 1:1250 Navis Neptune
Waterline Models of Warships, Von der Tann,
Triumph, New Zealand, Scharnhorst, Royal Oak
and one other, in original boxes (6) £120-180

469.
Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model Ocean Liners, Colsulich
Line Vulcania, 1928, and MS St. Louis, 1928, in
original boxes (2) £150-250

470.
Wooden 1:1200 Waterline Model
Warships, HMS Hood, HMS Vanguard and
destroyer marked 32/161 £100-150

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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480.
A modern TV film prop sign, from
the BAFTA award winning British and American
hit series Penny Dreadful, the ficticious sign for
Gower Street Station with printed timetable,
122cm high £60-100

471.
Wooden 1:1200 Waterline Model
Warships, HMS Agincourt, HMS Arethusa and
HMS Shropshire, in original boxes (3) £100-150

476.
A 1960s picnic hamper for four,
made by Corale, with contents of yellow plastic
plates and cups and two Thermos flasks, AF
£50-80

472.
A Bassett-Lowke wooden 1:1200
Waterline Model of White Star Line Ocean
Liner RMS Olympic, 1910, in original box (1)
£150-250
477.
A collection of 1970s British Railway
poster, approx ten rolled up advertising InterCity, Sea Link, Railfreight and others
£50-100
473.
A brass 1:500 Waterline Model of
Kreigsmarine Bismarck-class Battleship Tirpitz
£80-120

481.
A vintage bus blind, printed on linen,
with four signs, one for the Green Line Express
727 Watford Junc Stn, and other 406 and 406c
routes, 142cm by 91cm £80-120

TRANSPORT, TRAINS & MISCELLANEOUS

474.
Of railway interest, an Orient Express
poster and an Orient Express PR brochure,
together with a Gatwick Express poster from
1987 (3) £60-80

475.
Of aviation of railway interest, two
small black and white photographs of Richard
Halliburton’s Stearman C-3B plane the Flying
Carpet in 1931 taken in Iraq during the round
the world trip, together with seven 1930s and
40s Iraq and Palestine railway tickets and seven
related photographs £50-80
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478.
Four vintage wooden shipping and
train wooden jigsaw puzzles, including one
of Mauretania, damaged glass, another of
possibly RMS Queen Mary, along with one of
Silverlink locomotive and another with three
Southern Rail locomotives (4)
£60-100

479.
Three railway related prints after
David Shepherd OBE, two limited edition
signed in pencil, The Zambezi Sawmills Railway,
and, On The Sub Nigel Mine In The Transvaal,
also a Service By Night BR poster (3)
£50-80

482.
A vintage oval glass travel agents
Southdown Bus advertising sign, printed to
reverse with Booking Southdown Agent, 76cm
wide £250-350

483.
A rare vintage enamel N.C.T
Trolleybus Request Stop sign, square double
sided in green with white text, 40cm
£200-300
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484.
A
c1970s
enamel
London
Underground station sign, for Regents Park,
71cm by 57cm £150-250

485.
A 1990s Hell’s Angels Bulldog Bash
advertising poster, 81cm by 58cm, some
staining, in frame made of Perspex front and
aluminium back held with rivets £50-80

489.
A collection of auction catalogues, in
three boxes, relating to motorcars, transport,
toys, trains, scientific instruments and more,
from auction houses such our goodselves,
Christie’s, Dominic Winter, Bonhams and
others (parcel) £60-100

490.
A collection of black and white
photograph and film stills, from the 1930s
onwards, including several film still scenes of
car and plane crashes, two of Reg Kavanagh and
his Crash Squad, three Paramount Productions
of a crash scene, and others, well worth a look
through (parcel) £60-100

486.
A vintage cast iron tractor seat by
Blackstone & Co, painted in green and red
£50-80

491.
Engineering,
a
selection
of
associated books including C Lindley & Co Ltd
illustrated tool catalogue - 21st Edition, Small
Tools and Machine-Shop accessories illustrated
catalogue issue no 14, The Engineers Sketch
Book of Mechanical Movements etc ( 12)
£40-60

493.
Trains,
a
“Rickmansworth/
Amersham” ( AF) c/stock underground sign
in black enamel with white lettering together
with a similar example “ Colindale/Archway”
both approx 10cm x 62cm (2) £60-80

494.
Trams, a 1930’s Tram stencil for No
36, in black painted steel 39.5cm x 57cm screw
fixing holes to top and bottom ,some paint
loss. £50-80

495.
Victorian & Edwardian Juvenilia
Original Photographs etc c1870s-1900s, A
group of late 19th & early 20thC original
framed photographs of children with their
toys, primarily comprising images of early
equine-related nature, including Galloper
Tricycle, Rocking-horses and baby Pony-trap
carriages; together with a framed needlework
sampler by Minnie Roberts,inscribed “Board
School Radstock” dated 1878; £70-100

487.
A vintage cast iron tractor seat by
Nicholsons of Newark, painted maroon with
yellow lettering, having attached cast iron seat
spring £50-80

488.
Four vintage transport and related
lamps, two red signalling examples, one large
black railway lamp and a black carriage lamp
(4) £50-80
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492.
Tools, a selection of Wood working
planes inc, Stanley Victor No20, Record 044
Rebate plane, spoke shave, smooting and
wooden rebate examples ext, (14)
£50-80

496.
Floods Ahead Glazed illuminated
panel from roadside totem c1930s, An unusual
hazard-warning panel from an illuminated
road-sign, white lettering on red glazed ground,
mounted in brass-edged frame. 25x32cm.
£50-80

END OF AUCTION
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Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon
his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words 'you', 'yours', etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the
Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own
risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof
of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place
before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and
authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 3% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the
European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**)
indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT
(currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is
not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful
telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for
packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer
regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect
or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within
this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.
Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as
amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
SA240718
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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